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ABSTRACT 

Organizational scholars are increasingly conceptualizing organizational responsiveness to 

institutional pressures as a strategic choice. The purpose of this thesis is to ultimately examine 

CSR within Icelandic fashion companies in terms of pressures and responses. Based on those 

insights, this thesis explores how those companies shape their strategic responses depending 

on different pressures or type of company. The thesis delves into how fashion companies 

experience this pressure from different sources and accounts for how the industry should 

execute strategic responses based on those pressures. In particular, the study relies on a 

multiple case study methodology, that includes interviews with managers of six different 

Icelandic fashion companies, divided into three groups depending on their CSR emphasis, 

plus interviews with two industry specialists.  

The thesis uses DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) typology of the sources of isomorphic change 

(i.e., change that makes organizations adopt similar structures, processes, and outputs) to 

identify the institutional pressure for CSR. This study assumes that the fashion companies 

respond to institutional pressures strategically; hence the thesis uses Oliver’s (1991) typology 

to explore the variations in responses across the cases and to examine connection between the 

use of different strategies and characteristics of the institutional environment.  

The main findings show that the source of CSR pressure comes from financial uncertainty and 

stakeholders, such as customers, competitors and authorities, and strong leadership; however 

the companies experience this pressure in a substantially different way. The response towards 

this pressure depends on these different experiences as well as different types of companies. 

Most importantly this study shows that strategic responses towards institutional pressures are 

contingent because companies are dissimilar, that is companies employ stronger responses 

towards isomorphic pressures, if they have more emphasis on CSR. 

 

Keywords: Corporate social responsibility, strategic responses; institutional theory, creative 
industries, fashion industry, Iceland 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has during the years gained increasing awareness, both 

in theory and practice. In this master thesis, I seek to analyze and understand how companies 

response to the pressure of CSR within a scenario composed by a relatively new industry, 

which is still evolving and changing—namely, the fashion and design industry in Iceland. I 

focus on the mechanism that can influence the institutionalization of CSR in the industry of 

fashion and design and investigate the shift toward more ethical fashion practices.  

A new report has revealed that the creative industries are among the six largest industries in 

Iceland. This came as a surprise to many, and for the first time, the focus turned to the 

creative industries. Even though their size and importance are not realized, the creative 

industries do face extensive media coverage and influence our society at large. According to 

Caves,  “the Creative Industries supply goods and services that we broadly associate with 

cultural, artistic, or simply entertainment value” (Caves 2000, 1).  

Within the creative industries, the fashion industry is the division that has been criticized the 

most for unethical behavior. However, the fashion industry has, at the same time, showed 

great progress and opportunities for ethical behavior within ecofashion, or ethical fashion. 

The Icelandic fashion and design industry is relatively young and isolated industry compared 

with other Nordic countries, but we can speculate about the growing awareness among people 

in the future, according to the new report about the size and scope of the creative industries in 

Iceland. As such, it was relevant for this study to focus the research on the creative industries-

in particular, the fashion industry in Iceland. 

 

1.1 PROBLEM AREA 
It seems that achieving the ideals of CSR within companies and industries has been framed as 

a complementary effort and a competing pursuit. Companies experience new problems and 

solutions, and they feel that the major contribution they can make is to address the challenges 

that society faces. The ethical concern is a consequence of external pressures (from the 

government, media, business community, etc.) and internal pressures (e.g. from a 
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management commitment) to operate in a socially responsible way. In the fashion industry, 

the term “social responsibility” has been widely used. However, it is mainly related to 

business practices that aim to reverse the damaging effects associated with socially 

irresponsible production processes (Park and Lennon 2006). 

In a relatively new master thesis on the topic in Iceland, findings showed that there are almost 

no signs of media coverage about this subject in the country; however, the fashion companies 

and the consumers seem to be waiting for the media to uncover these issues. The thesis 

concludes that there is a lack of critical discussion about ethical matters in society at large, 

especially from the media (Hrafnsdóttir 2010). This inspired me to look deeper into the 

matter. If there is no pressure from the media on the fashion companies regarding ethical 

behavior, is there any other pressure that makes companies do CSR? And how do companies 

respond to these pressures if any? 

Companies are increasingly taking on more social responsibility, specifically the large 

international corporations as well as small- and medium-sized businesses. The firms appear to 

take on this responsibility because of pressure from the environment. I was inspired by Oliver 

(1991) and the institutional theory to investigate if this theory of strategic responses could be 

applied to the pressure of CSR.  

1.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In particular, the study sought to answer the following main research questions: 

How does the Icelandic fashion industry employ different strategies for responding to 

CSR pressures? 

To make possible having a deeper and more complete understanding of the pressure of CSR 

and strategic responses performed by organizations within the fashion industry, the following 

sub questions come into play: 

1. How is CSR viewed and defined by the Icelandic fashion companies? 

2. What are the sources and types of pressure for CSR?  

3. Do different kind of companies react differently toward CSR pressure? 
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1.3 DELIMITATION 
Although CSR is connected to the fashion industry in many ways, this thesis focuses 

primarily on how the fashion companies react toward pressure for steps toward more ethical 

fashion instead of, for example, focusing on how to repair a damage already done. These steps 

are based on the nature of the current industry situation. This thesis is further delimited based 

on two factors: (1) types of fashion companies and (2) geographical location. As there are 

many types of different fashion companies in Iceland ranging from large importers of clothes 

to small designers, the pressures for CSR within these companies are very different. In this 

particular study, the focus is placed on companies that design their products in Iceland 

without necessarily having the production in Iceland. Although the fashion industry is 

embraced all over the world; the emphasis in this thesis is on Iceland, which makes an 

excellent subject of analyses, both because of its isolations and the scope of the market.  

1.4 RELEVANCE 
The purpose of this thesis is to ultimately examine CSR within the fashion companies in 

terms of pressures and responses. Based on those insights, this dissertation explores how the 

fashion companies within the fashion industry shape their strategic responses depending on 

what stage of CSR practice they are at. This dissertation also makes a great contribution 

toward what pressures and demands are put on the fashion companies in terms of CSR 

activities. Both the Icelandic labour market and the Icelandic fashion industry are analyzed in 

order to denote areas of industry growth, decline, or change. The thesis delves into how the 

fashion companies experience this pressure from different sources and accounts for how the 

industry should execute strategic responses based on those pressures.  

Academically, the objective is to enter into a debate and expose similar or dissimilar 

perspectives, enhancing a new rationale over some overseen aspect of the matter. The purpose 

is to provide some insights that can hopefully add new value to current academic discussions, 

generating useful reflections. 

For the interest of practitioners and managers dealing with the pressure of becoming more 

sustainable or those wanting to establish ethical standards within their industry, this thesis 

could provide understanding on how to make strategic responses to be able to survive the 

pressures, to exceed other companies, or to have an effect on the industry’s norms, rules etc. 
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1.5 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGICAL CHOICES 
My ambition in this thesis is to contribute to our understanding of the different pressures of 

socially responsible behavior that the fashion industry is facing and how they respond to it. 

On a general level, I have sought to contribute to a better understanding of this phenomenon 

by providing an overview of literature and theories; and in addition, I have sought to provide 

a deeper understanding of the principal challenges associated within the fashion industry. 

My research design is constructed to illustrate the interplay between the research questions 

and the research objective and between the research questions and the data. This will give me 

a foundation for understanding the methodological choices made in the thesis and the 

paradigm I have chosen, which guided me in making choices throughout the thesis. My 

research object is a multiple-case study on the pressure of CSR and responses in the fashion 

and design industry in Iceland. 

In order to validate the problem statement of the thesis, a conceptual framework model was 

developed (figure 2) based on an extensive review of the literature on the institutional theory, 

CSR and the fashion industry. This conceptual framework is explained in detail later in the 

methodology chapter. The conceptual framework is applied to the multiple-case study in 

order to test the validity of the framework in a practical setting. The aim of the thesis is to 

explain the different institutional pressures the fashion and design companies are facing and 

their responses toward it. At the end of the findings chapter, a developed version of the 

conceptual framework model is presented.  

1.6 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 
The thesis is divided into six separate parts: (1) Introduction, (2) Theory, (3) Methodology, 

(4) Analysis and Findings, (5) Discussion, and (6) Conclusion. In order to provide the reader 

with an overview of the content and purpose of each chapter, the structure is presented and 

described below.  

Chapter 1: Introduction 

The objective of the introduction is to give the reader an insight into the subject of inquiry, as 

well as to provide an understanding of the underlying assumptions and intentions of the thesis 

and of the knowledge that is expected to be gained from reading the thesis. In this first 

chapter, I explain the background for the thesis and why I have chosen the Icelandic fashion 
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and design industry as my field of research. Furthermore, I explain the research questions and 

their relevance, my methodological choices, and the choice of theory. Finally, I explain the 

structure of the thesis. 

Chapter 2: Theory 

In the first half of the chapter, I take on the theory and begin with some definitions of the 

term. I continue to describe the different forces that influence organizations to become more 

similar and how the change process in organizations works. I introduce the isomorphic 

pressure as one of these factors. In addition, I propose a theory on responses to isomorphic 

pressure. In second the half of the chapter, I outline the concept of corporate social 

responsibility and explain the field. Moreover, I suggest a theory that tries to explain why 

companies behave in a socially responsible manner. In the end of chapter 2, I describe the link 

between CSR and the fashion industry.  

Chapter 3: Methodology 

In chapter 3, the methodology, I describe the process of the research that contains the 

following: description of the thesis approach toward philosophical foundation and case study 

justification. In addition, I describe the conceptual framework of the study, present the cases 

and the empirical data. Furthermore, I end the chapter with a description of the data analysis 

process and state the validity and quality of the research. 

Chapter 4: Analysis and Findings 

In chapter 4, the analysis is conducted. I begin by presenting a descriptive account of the 

Icelandic fashion industry as well as the fashion industry in general. In addition, I describe the 

economical environment in Iceland after the collapse of the banking system. In the second 

and third part of the chapter, based primarily on informants’ responses to the interview 

protocol, I present a more analytic treatment of the dominant themes. I use the theory 

framework that I have developed as well as the literature to demonstrate how the empirical 

data and theory work together to solve the research questions.  

Chapter 5: Discussion 

In the last chapter, I discuss and criticize key findings from the analysis as well as indicate 

possible variations in the findings. This section is intended to serve as a critical reflection on 
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how this investigation has contributed to the knowledge field, how it speaks to other authors, 

and how the results might be interpreted.  

Chapter 6: Conclusion 

Besides presenting conclusions inserted into the overall filed context, this chapter makes 

possible to find and achieve, within academic validation, the final answer to the main research 

question and sub questions, as well as sum up the key findings. The aim is to provide clear 

and concise explanations to both theoretical and managerial practices. Finally, so that this 

investigation is left open to debate, a statement for the possibility of future research is 

presented.  

 

Figure 1. Structure of thesis 

Introduc)on	   Theory	   Methodology	   Findings	   Discussion	   Conclucion	  
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2. THEORY 
 
2.1 INSTITUTIONAL THEORY 

Organization scholars have long recognized that organizations are embedded in social 

environments that influence their behaviors. The institutional theory, in particular, offers a 

rich and coherent account of how organizations comply with regulative, normative, and 

cognitive environmental elements in an attempt to secure legitimacy and support (DiMaggio 

and Powell, 1991).  

The institutional theory has proved to be helpful in explaining why companies make choices 

to change in a certain way. The institutional theory suggests that organizational changes occur 

as the result of processes that make organizations within the same field more similar without 

necessarily making them more efficient (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991). 

Jennings and Zandbergen (1995) were among the first to use the institutional theory to explain 

why firms adopt to environmental management practices. They argue that because coercive 

forces have been the main impetus of environmental management practices, firms throughout 

each industry have implemented similar practices. The concept that best captures this process 

of homogenization is isomorphism. Hawley describes isomorphism as a “constraining process 

that forces one unit in a population to resemble other units that face the same set of 

environmental condition.” (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991). According to DiMaggio and Powell 

(1991), an institutional isomorphic change occurs through three identified mechanisms: (1) 

coercive isomorphism, which stems from political influence and the problem of legitimacy, 

(2) mimetic isomorphism, which results from standard responses to uncertainty, and (3) 

normative isomorphism, which is associated with professionalization. 

2.1.1 COERCIVE ISOMORPHISM  

According to DiMaggio and Powell, coercive isomorphism results from both formal and 

informal pressures applied on the organization and could be felt as force, persuasion, or 

invitation to join in collusion. It may also result from cultural expectations in the society 

within which the organizations operate (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991).  
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2.1.2 MIMETIC PROCESSES  

Another force that encourages imitation is uncertainty; that is, when goals are ambiguous or 

when the environment creates symbolic uncertainty, organizations may model themselves 

based on other organizations. According to DiMaggio and Powell (1991), models may be 

diffused unintentionally, indirectly through employee transfer or turnover, or explicitly by 

organizations like consulting firms or industry trade associations.  

2.1.3 NORMATIVE PRESSURES  

A third source of isomorphic organizational change is normative, which stems primarily from 

professionalization. One aspect comes from formal education and legitimation in a cognitive 

base produced by university specialists, and the other aspect is the growth and elaboration of 

professional networks that span organizations and across which new models diffuse rapidly 

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1991). 

Other researchers have explored how companies operating in different organizational fields 

are subject to different institutional pressures. Milstein, Hart, and York (2002) have come to 

the conclusion that distinct levels of coercive pressures are exerted upon different industries, 

which has led to different strategies; and Oliver (1991) similarly found that institutionalized 

norms and practices can erode when organizations become geographically dispersed, 

noninteracting, or autonomous, such as when firms enter new markets or diversify into new 

products.  

2.2 STRATEGIC RESPONSES TO ISOMORPHIC PRESSURE 
The theory of institutional isomorphic pressure expects the companies to be passive receivers 

of the influences the pressures have on them. On the other hand, it could be expected that the 

companies would be capable to react toward these pressures. Oliver (1991) wrote a key 

conceptual article that presented a theoretical framework for studying the relationship 

between institutional pressures and firm strategic responses. She identified different strategic 

responses that organizations enact as a result of the institutional pressures toward conformity 

that are exerted on them. She applied the convergent insights of the institutional and resource 

dependence theories to demonstrate how organizational behavior might vary from passive 

conformity to active resistance in response to institutional pressures, depending on the nature 

and context of the pressures themselves. She proposed five types of strategic responses: (1) 
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acquiescence, (2) compromise, (3) avoidance, (4) defiance, and (5) manipulation. Here I am 

going to explain Oliver’s conclusions.  

2.2.1 ACQUIESCENCE 

Most organizations accede to institutional pressures in some ways, and according to Oliver 

(1991), acquiescence takes alternative forms including habit, imitation, and compliance. 

“Habit” refers to unconscious or blind adherence to preconscious or “taken for granted” rules 

or values. “Imitation” is consistent with the concept of mimetic isomorphism, mentioned 

earlier, and refers to either conscious or unconscious mimicry of institutional models. An 

example of this is the imitation of successful organizations and the acceptance of advice from 

consulting firms or professional associations. “Compliance” is defined as “conscious 

obedience to or incorporation of values, norms, or institutional requirements.” Oliver further 

explains that compliance is considered more active than habit or imitation to the extent that an 

organization consciously and strategically chooses to comply with institutional pressures in 

anticipation of specific self-serving benefits that may range from social support to resources 

or predictability.  

2.2.2 COMPROMISE 

If an organization is confronted with conflicting institutional demands, it may attempt to 

balance, pacify, or bargain with external constituents. According to Oliver (1991), these 

tactics represent the thin edge of the wedge in organizational resistance to institutional 

pressures. Balance is the organizational attempt to achieve parity among or between multiple 

stakeholders and internal interests, particularly when external expectations conflict 

organizational interests (e.g., when shareholders demand increasing efficiency, while the 

public pressures the organization to allocate to a social cause). In these cases, organizations 

might be served most effectively by obtaining an acceptable compromise on competing 

objectives and expectations. Pacifying tactics typically come from an organization that 

mounts a minor level of resistance to institutional pressures, but devotes most of its energies 

to appeasing or placating the institutional source or sources it has resisted. Bargaining is a 

more active form of compromise and involves the organization’s effort to exact some 

concessions from an external constituent in its demands or expectations.  
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2.2.3 AVOIDANCE 

Oliver (1991) defines “avoidance” as “the organizational attempt to preclude the necessity of 

conformity.” He explains that organizations achieve this by concealing their nonconformity, 

buffering themselves from institutional pressures, or escaping from institutional rules or 

expectations. Concealment tactics involve disguising nonconformity behind a facade of 

acquiescence. “Buffering” refers to an organization’s attempt to reduce the extent to which it 

is externally inspected, scrutinized, or evaluated by partially detaching or decoupling its 

technical activities from external contact. Buffering may serve the organization’s interests, 

especially in terms of maintaining autonomy, minimizing external intervention, and 

maximizing efficiency. Escape is a more dramatic avoidance response to institutional 

pressures; that is, an organization may exit the domain within which pressure is exerted or 

significantly alter its own goals, activities, or domain to avoid the necessity of conformity 

altogether.  

2.2.4 DEFIANCE 

Defiance is a more active form of resistance to institutional processes. It is more likely to 

occur when the perceived cost of active departure is low, when internal interests diverge 

dramatically from external values, when organizations believe they can demonstrate the 

rationality or righteousness of their own alternative convictions and conduct, or when 

organizations believe they have little to lose by displaying their antagonism toward the 

constituents that judge or oppose them. The three tactics of defiance in order of increasing 

active resistance are (1) dismissal, (2) challenge, and (3) attack. Dismissal is a strategic option 

that organizations are more likely to exercise when the potential for external enforcement of 

institutional rules is perceived to be low or when internal objectives diverge or conflict very 

dramatically with institutional values or requirements. On the other hand, it is a challenge for 

a more active departure from rules, norms, or expectations. Organizations that challenge 

institutional pressures go on the offensive in defiance of these pressures and may make a 

virtue of their insurrection. Organizations will be more prone to challenge or contest the 

rationalized norms or collective rules of the institutional environment when the challenge can 

be reinforced by demonstrations of organizational probity or rationality. Attack is 

distinguishable from challenge as a tactic of defiance by the intensity and aggressiveness of 

the organizations’ active departure from institutional pressures and expectations. They strive 
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to assault, belittle, or vehemently denounce institutionalized values and the external 

constituents that express them. 

2.2.5 MANIPULATION 

Oliver (1991) defines “manipulation” as the purposeful and opportunistic attempt to co-opt, 

influence, or control institutional pressures and evaluations. An organization, for example, 

may choose to co-opt in response to institutional pressure by attempting to persuade an 

institutional constituent to join the organization or its board of directors. The intended effect 

of co-optation tactics is to neutralize institutional opposition and enhance legitimacy. 

Influence tactics may be more generally directed toward institutionalized values and beliefs or 

definitions and criteria of acceptable practices or performance. The manipulation of belief 

systems is reflected, for example, in the efforts of a trade association to influence public 

perception of its industry and to lobby government regulators for changes in the institutional 

rules to which its members are advised or required to conform. Controlling tactics are specific 

efforts to establish power and dominance over the external constituents that are applying 

pressures on the organization. All these tactics—co-opting, influencing, and controlling—

constitute more active strategic responses to institutional pressures than alternative strategies 

in that pressures and expectations are not taken as a given constraint to be obeyed or defied, 

but instead actively alter, re-create, or control the pressures themselves or the constituents that 

impose them.  

2.3 APPLICATION TO OLIVERʼS (1991) FRAMEWORK 
Numerous researches have used Oliver’s model to understand companies and institutions in 

regard to its strategic responses to institutional pressure. The researchers have used the model 

in distinctive ways to look at different objects. Here I am going to describe some of the 

researches that have been done using entirely or partly Oliver’s model of strategic responses 

(1991). 

Criado-Jiménez, Fernández-Chulián, Husillos-Carqués, and Larrinaga-González (2008) in 

their article “Compliance with Mandatory Environmental Reporting in Financial Statements: 

The Case of Spain (2001–2003)” analyzed how legally specified disclosure requirements and 

enforcement would enhance the quality of social, ethical, and environmental reporting 

(SEER). They performed a survey of the reporting patterns of seventy-eight of the largest 

Spanish companies between 2001 and 2003 and examined the extent of their compliance with 
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certain standards. Partly using Oliver’s model, the results suggested that progressive and 

improved regulations could increase the volume and quality of SEER disclosures. They also 

suggested, however, that persistent noncompliance means that the problems associated with 

voluntary disclosure still exist. Finally, through an impression management perspective, the 

study reveals the diverse strategies, ranging from dismissal to concealment, that are employed 

by companies to avoid transparency.  

Clemens, Bamford, and Douglas (2008) investigated how companies respond to impending 

regulations, especially environmental regulations, in their article “Choosing Strategic 

Responses to Address Emerging Environmental Regulations: Size, Perceived Influence, and 

Uncertainty.” Their findings supported a few hypothesis, using Oliver’s model of strategic 

responses, (1) that larger firms are more likely to adopt more passive strategies and smaller 

companies are likely to adopt to more active strategies, (2) that higher levels of state 

uncertainty are related to more active levels of strategies, (3) higher perceptions of managerial 

influence are positively related to the more active levels of strategies.  

In Clemens and Douglas’s earlier research (2005), “Understanding Strategic Responses to 

Institutional Pressures,” they also used information on the steel industry to investigate the 

relationship between the institutional view and strategic responses to better understand 

institutional pressures and the associated organizational strategic responses. They decided to 

evaluate Oliver’s full model in a single industry. Their most important findings included that 

firms cooperating with others in their industry favored less active firm strategies and were less 

inclined to engage in the actively resistant strategies of avoidance and defiance. Finally, their 

findings questioned the positioning of the manipulation strategy and suggested that using 

separate lenses for institutions and organizations might be appropriate. The firms considered 

the strategy of manipulation similar to acquiescence and compromise.  

An additional research (Goodstein, 1994) drew on Oliver’s theoretical framework to provide a 

foundation for identifying factors that influence the strategic responses of organizations to 

institutional pressures and specifically explored organizational responsiveness to work and 

family issues. To develop a variable to assess the nature of employers’ strategic responses to 

institutional pressures for involvement in work-family issues, Goodstein used information on 

their adoption of childcare services and options affording flexibility to employees. The 

findings showed that organizations do not respond uniformly to institutional pressures but 
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rather adopt varying strategies that depend on the nature of the institutional pressures 

impinging on them.  

Lewis (2007) explored how a public flagship institution responds to pressures for racial equity 

and institutional excellence in higher education. She used Oliver’s model of strategic 

responses (1991) and found that it is useful to explain how and why the university managed 

pressures for institutional excellence, but was limited in its ability to explain how the 

university managed pressures for racial equity. Lewis (2007) also criticized the model by 

saying it is a “color-blind” model because in the model, the unit of analysis focuses on more 

easily identifiable external pressures rather than on the less visible and “taken for granted” 

societal norms that shape how institutions respond to pressures for equity and excellence. 

Second, the underlying connotation of the model presents the goal of legitimacy and 

alignment with societal norms as positive constructs and casts strategies that seek to alter or 

challenge the status quo as deviant.  

Etherington and Richardson (1994) analyzed institutional pressures on university accounting 

education in Canada using Oliver’s model on strategic responses. They documented the 

pressures for change and explored the pattern of resistance and accommodation used by 

Canadian universities to manage their relationship with the institutional environment. This 

was the only research I found that ordered Oliver’s responses — defiance, avoidance, 

acquiescence, compromise, and manipulation — as a continuum based on two dimensions: (1) 

passive/active responses and (2) positive/negative responses. They collected archival two-

mail surveys and interview data. They measured the characteristic of the institutional 

environment using seven-point response scales, whereas two items represented each factor. 

Finally, based on a factor analysis of the survey data, they identified three distinct strategies 

of resistance/accommodation. They used Oliver’s typology to explore the variations in 

responses across their sample of universities and to examine correlations between the use of 

different strategies and characteristics of the institutional environment. Their results suggested 

that an active positive response to institutional demands is likely where those demands are 

consistent with faculty aspirations, contribute to the universities’ competition for students and 

funds, or originate from agents who control resources needed by the university. Also, they 

found that with an uncertain direction and multiple demands, their results suggested that 

universities are likely to use strategies of avoidance and defiance.  (Etherington and 

Richardson, 1994).  
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The final research I want to mention, that uses Oliver’s model to understand organizations in 

regard to its strategic responses to institutional pressure, is a new research on the topic of 

conflicting demands imposed on organizations by their institutional environments (Pache and 

Santos 2010). More specifically, they looked at how organizations experience and respond to 

conflicting institutional demands by exploring the role played by intraorganizational 

processes in organizational decision-making. By doing that, they go beyond Oliver’s broad 

prediction of increased organizational resistance to multiple conflicting demands and identify, 

with more precision, the conditions under which specific responses strategies are used. They 

criticize Oliver’s model by suggesting that although Oliver’s model proposes a useful 

typology of responses to institutional demands in general, it lacks predictive power when 

discussing responses to conflicting demands in particular. They also feel that the model 

merely suggests that organizations find it difficult to acquiesce to what is expected from them 

and thus are highly likely to resort to more resistant strategies, such as compromise, 

avoidance, defiance, or manipulation.  

Now I have epitomized other researches that use Oliver’s model in analyzing their issues. 

Each of these studies enhanced and expanded our understanding of the factors facing 

organizations and their choice of strategic responses to these institutional pressures. Each of 

these studies also provided early evidence supporting Oliver’s framework (1991) but still only 

represented a limited test. The purpose of my study is to evaluate Oliver’s model of strategic 

responses in a single industry—the fashion industry in Iceland—and with the pressure of 

CSR. What distinguish my research from most of the others, using Oliver’s model, is that I 

am using more subjective term, namely pressure of CSR, that might not be experiencing great 

resistance.  

The conceptual framework for my research suggests that the fashion industry in Iceland may 

follow particular tendencies when managing the multiple pressures of CSR. I build on the 

growing interest of organizational researchers in exploring the sources of variation in the 

strength of institutional pressures and the strategic responses to these pressures. I explicitly 

drew on Oliver’s theoretical framework to provide a foundation for identifying factors that 

influence the strategic responses of organizations to institutional pressures and specifically 

explored organizational responsiveness to CSR pressures.  

My research makes several contributions to the institutional analysis of organizational 

change. I will use the underlying factors of organizational change—that is, DiMaggio and 
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Powell’s isomorphic change (1991) and Campell’s theory (2007) of why companies behave in 

a socially responsible way — to try to understand what kind of pressure the companies are 

facing, and then I will use Oliver’s model (1991) to understand the industries’ response 

toward this pressure. This will give a better understanding on the changes on a relatively new 

field developing in Iceland—that is, both the fashion and design industry and the field of 

CSR. How I will use Oliver’s model will be explained in detail in the methodology chapter. 

Table 1. Translation of Oliver’s (1991) tactics 

Oliver’s	  Strategies	   Oliver’s	  tactics	   Examples	   Examples	  for	  this	  study	  -‐	  firms	  dealing	  
with	  pressure	  of	  CSR	  

Acquiescence	   Habit	  

Imitate	  

Comply	  

Following	  invisible	  taken	  for	  granted	  norms	  

Mimicking	  institutional	  models	  

Obeying	  rules	  and	  accepting	  norms	  

Choosing	  location	  independent	  of	  
profitability	  

Imitate	  other	  successful	  firms	  

Firms	  decide	  to	  follow	  rules	  and	  
requirements	  without	  evaluations	  

Compromise	   Balance	  

Pacify	  

Bargain	  

Balancing	  the	  expectations	  of	  multiple	  constituents	  

Placating	  and	  accommodating	  institutional	  elements	  

Negotiating	  with	  institutional	  stakeholders	  

Firms	  having	  to	  balance	  expectations	  of	  
their	  stakeholders,	  e.g.	  retailers	  and	  
shareholders	  

Negotiating	  with	  stakeholder,	  e.g.	  
fashion	  exhibitors,	  to	  obtain	  a	  
mutually	  agreeable	  solution	  that	  meet	  
the	  interest	  of	  the	  firm	  and	  the	  
stakeholder	  

Avoidance	   Conceal	  

Buffer	  

Escape	  

Disguising	  nonconformity	  

Loosening	  institutional	  attachment	  

Changing	  goals,	  activities	  or	  domains	  

Firms	  buffer	  themselves	  from	  the	  
pressure	  from	  stakeholders	  of	  getting	  
an	  ecolabel	  and	  decide	  that	  they	  do	  
not	  want	  to	  go	  thorough	  with.	  

Defiance	   Dismiss	  

Challenge	  

Attack	  

Ignoring	  explicit	  norms	  and	  values	  

Contesting	  rules	  and	  requirements	  

Assaulting	  the	  sources	  of	  institutional	  pressures	  

Challenge	  the	  norms	  of	  having	  to	  get	  an	  
ecolabel	  	  

Challenge	  the	  norms	  of	  the	  industry	  by	  
educating	  the	  consumers.	  

Attacking	  the	  source	  of	  the	  pressure	  by	  
choosing	  not	  to	  participate	  in	  
“seasons”.	  	  

	  

Manipulation	   Co-‐opt	  

Influence	  

Control	  

Importing	  influential	  constituents	  

Shaping	  values	  and	  criteria	  

Dominating	  institutional	  constituents	  and	  processes	  

Firms	  try	  to	  influence	  the	  stakeholders	  
by	  being	  part	  of	  a	  industry	  
associations.	  
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2.3 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 
2.3.1 DEFINITION AND CONCEPTUALIZATION 

Social responsibility has become more important to companies and society in the past 

decades; and today there is virtually no industry, market, or business type that has not 

experienced growing demands to legitimate its practices to society at large. Companies have 

responded to this agenda by advocating—what is now a common term in business—corporate 

social responsibility. CSR is now being promoted more and more as a core area of 

management, next to marketing, accounting, or finance (Crane, Matten, and Spence, 2008).  

There have been different meanings on how to define “CSR.” Van Marrewikjk (2003) talks 

about confusion between the concept of corporate sustainability and CSR, which he says 

many consider synonyms. He states that in general, corporate sustainability and CSR refer to 

company activities demonstrating the inclusion of social and environmental concerns in 

business operations and in interactions with stakeholders.  

There are both growing demands of legitimation of the practice of the companies to society at 

large, as well as different perspectives of the degree of responsibilities of the companies 

toward society. Two of the main theories within the fields of economic inquiry—that is, the 

study of economic regulation and transaction cost analysis—are based on the assumptions that 

corporations will do whatever it takes to achieve the goal of maximizing profit and 

shareholder value—even if that includes acting in socially irresponsible ways, if they believe 

that they can get away with it (Campell 2007). Still, companies are engaging more and more 

in CSR practice, and different researches show a variety of reasons why, from marketing 

reasons (Burt, 1983) to tax incentives (Bakija and Slemrod, 1996) to social networks and local 

cultures (Galasbewicz, 1985). Nevertheless, these scholars criticize the companies and their 

CSR practices and question their motives. These critics believe that CSR programs are 

undertaken by companies to distract the public from ethical questions posed by their core 

operations. They believe that it is easy for companies to pretend to be socially responsible if 

they, for example, outsource all their harmful operations. Others believe that corporations are 

to be rationally pursuing their self-interests throughout their giving programs, philanthropy 

(Useem, 1988). According to Mintsberg (1983), CSR has been subjected to attacks from 

various sources, as in these statements: “Businessmen cannot be trusted,” “They are ill-
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equipped to deal with social issues,” “Their corporations are not structured to do so,” and 

“They do not have business even trying to do so.”  

According to van Marrewijk (2003), there are many who believe that the concept of CSR is 

too broad to be relevant to organizations and that there is a lack of an all-embracing definition 

of CSR. Also, he states that there are many who believe that subsequent diversity and the 

overlapping in terminology, definitions, and conceptual models hamper academic debate and 

ongoing research. On the other hand, he comes to the conclusion that CSR is a custom-made 

process.  

In general, CSR promotes a vision of business accountability to a wide range of stakeholders, 

besides shareholders and investors (Okpara, 2009). Carroll (1991) explained that the national 

public policy now officially recognize the environment, employees, and consumers to be 

significant and legitimate stakeholders of business. But he mentions other stakeholders—that 

is, owners, competitors, suppliers, social activist groups, and the public at large. The concept 

of CSR is underpinned by the idea that corporations can no longer act as isolated economic 

entities operating in detachment from broader society. Some researchers have argued that 

businesses as the trustees of community property should be managed for the public good, 

while other researchers argued for a more traditional view that profit maximizations should be 

management’s only legitimate goal (Okpara, 2009). Many believe that the traditional views 

about competitiveness, survival, and profitability are being swept away. They believe that 

organizations’ focus has propitiously moved from the idea that the most important thing to 

businesses is to create financial value from their action, like the economist Milton Friedman 

(1970) explained. This is toward the idea that “corporate social responsibility is the 

continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic 

development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as 

of the local community and society at large.” (WBCSD, 2002:2). 

2.3.2 DRIVERS OF CSR 

According to van Marrewijk (2003), companies adapt to CSR practices if they feel obliged to 

do so, are made to do it, or want to do so. Similarly, de Brito, Carbon, and Blanquart (2008) 

explain the main drivers of sustainable development—namely, compliance with legislation, 

search for competitive advantage, and corporate responsibility. In his article about why 

corporations behave in socially responsible ways, Campell (2007) used institutional analysis 
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in sociology and comparative political economy in political science to find out under what 

conditions corporations are more likely to act in socially responsible ways than not.  

The economic conditions for companies to behave socially responsible were, first, that they 

are more likely to do so if they were currently experiencing relatively strong financial 

performance and operating in a relatively healthy economic environment where the possibility 

for near-term profitability is strong. The second economic condition he found was that 

corporations will be more likely to act in socially responsible ways if there is neither too 

much nor too little competition.  

The institutional conditions he found were, first, if there are strong and well-enforced state 

regulations in place, particularly if the process by which these regulations and enforcement 

capacities were developed based on negotiation and consensus building among corporations, 

the government, and the other relevant stakeholders. Second, if there is a system of well-

organized and effective industrial self-regulation in place, particularly if it is based on the 

perceived threat of state intervention or broader industrial crisis, and if the state provides 

support for this form of industrial governance. Third, if private independent organizations—

including NGOs, social movement organizations, institutional investors, and the press—in 

their environment monitor their behavior and, when necessary, mobilize to change it. Fourth, 

if companies operate in an environment where normative calls for such behavior are 

institutionalized in, for example, important business publications, business school curricula, 

and other educational venues in which corporate managers participate. Fifth, if the companies 

belong to trade or employers’ associations that support socially responsible behavior. At last, 

if they are engaged in institutionalized dialogue with unions, employees, community groups, 

investors, and other stakeholders.  

Though these factors seem to be what makes it more or less likely for corporations to behave 

in a socially responsible manner, there have been studies that show what motivated firms to 

adopt environmental/social responsibly practices. Lawrence and Morell (1995) found that 

environmentally proactive firms were motivated by regulations, reducing costs, avoiding 

being targeted by environmental governmental organizations, and critical events. Florida and 

Davidson (2001) identified many factors that have motivated some facilities to adopt 

environmental management systems (EMSs) and pollution-prevention activities. Delmas and 

Toffel (2003) found some researches that had analyzed specific drivers to the adoption of 

environmental strategies, such as competitive drivers, organizational context and design 
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influences, and organizational learning. They also found other analyses that had focused on 

the individual or managerial level, examining the role of leadership values, environmental 

champions, managerial attitudes, managerial interpretations of environmental issues as threats 

or opportunities, and managerial risk propensity. 

Here I have looked into how different researchers have defined CSR and also looked into 

under what environmental and institutional conditions companies are more or less likely to 

adopt to socially responsible behavior and what drives companies to go beyond these 

minimum demands and adopt more corporate social behavior. Now it is important to explain 

the industry in which I am going to explore further—namely, the fashion industry in relation 

to CSR practice. 

2.3.3 CSR AND THE FASHION INDUSTRY 

The textile and clothing industries occupy a powerful position both economically and in 

sociocultural terms, and they represent one of the major economic players on the global stage. 

These industries are complex, making the concept of environmentally and economically 

sustainable, ethically sound clothing extremely difficult to address (Black 2008). According 

to Black, there is an urgent need to reconcile ethical, environmental, social, and personal 

agendas through future product development and manufacturing cycles in the fashion 

industry, with an increasingly important role for the designer in making and influencing 

choices. Today the fashion industry contributes to the sustainability challenge in several 

ways: by using a constant flow of natural resources, contributing to the depletion of fossil 

fuels, increasingly diminishing freshwater reservoirs for cotton crop irrigation, and employing 

manmade compounds like pesticides and synthetic fibres, which increase their persistent 

presence in nature (Cataldi, Dickson, and Grover, 2010). According to Cataldi, Dickson, and 

Grover, if the consumption behavior of the larger fashion industry, including consumers, 

keeps increasing at the current rate, the impacts on the social and ecological environments 

will also increase. This results in a limited space for the industry to handle these impacts in 

the future and to resolve the issues society is facing today. One of the solutions of the industry 

is so-called ethical fashion. 

The term “ethical fashion” is a new approach of “fashion with conscience” in the market and 

refers to a growing number of ethical clothing companies that strive to attract young 

mainstream consumers by producing fashionable clothes (Joergens, 2006). “Ethical fashion” 
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can also be defined as fashionable clothes that incorporate fair trade principles with 

sweatshop-free labor conditions while not harming the environment or workers by using 

biodegradable and organic cotton (Joergens, 2006). According to Dickson and Eckman 

(2006), it is important to define the concept of CSR in relation to the fashion industry. Their 

purpose was to clarify the concept of social responsibility as it relates to the broad set of 

apparel/textile business activities. They defined a socially responsible apparel/textile business 

from their peers’ description of the term and their various scholarly activities and found three 

major conceptual dimensions: (1) An orientation encompassing the environment, its people, 

the apparel/textile products made and consumed, and the systematic impact that production, 

marketing, and consumption of these products and their components parts has on multiple 

stakeholders and the environment. (2) A philosophy that balances ethics/morality with 

profitability, which is achieved through accountability-based business decisions and 

strategies. (3) A desire for outcomes that positively affect or do very little harm to the world 

and its people (Dickson and Eckman, 2006). 

From this definition, Dickson and Eckman (2006) found out that, first, social responsibility is 

related to the raw materials, design, and production. Next, it comes into play as products are 

merchandised and then retailed to consumers. Finally, social responsibility plays a part in how 

products are consumed, disposed of, and perhaps recycled to begin a new cycle as a new 

product.  

In this study, I will rely on these different definitions of CSR and, more specifically, on those 

definitions related to the fashion and design industry. I will focus on these issues specifically 

related to the fashion industry in Iceland. This will be further explained in the methodology 

chapter.
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3. METHODOLOGY 
As noticed in the literature review, the purpose of this study is to explore the pressure of CSR 

and the responses of the fashion industry. The following pages describe respectively the thesis 

approach toward philosophical foundation and case study justification. In addition, I describe 

the conceptual framework of the study, present the cases and the empirical data. Furthermore, 

I end the chapter with a description of the data analysis process and state the validity and 

quality of the research. 

3.1 PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION 
In the following, I account for my position with regard to my general views and assumptions 

about reality, knowledge, and how knowledge can be acquired.  

My goal for this research is to understand the companies’ and/or participant’s points of view. 

In business researches, qualitative research gives an opportunity to focus on the complexity of 

business-related phenomena in these contexts. It can also be used to provide a critical and 

reflexive view about the social world of business and its core processes (Taylor and Bogdan 

1998). The strength and richness of the qualitative tradition is found in its ability to offer 

researchers a way to “appreciate the uniqueness and complexity of the case, its embeddedness 

and interaction with its contexts” (Stake 1995:16).  

Esterberg (2002) defined the research paradigm as basic worldviews that represent beliefs 

about the nature of reality and the ways in which we create knowledge. Paradigms are not 

provable, but matters of faith and shape the methodological choices one makes and the 

relationships between theory and data. With regard to ontological position, it is my view that 

there is a physical world that exists independently of my interpretation; but I also believe that 

this social world is continuously shaped, framed, and affected by our personal values, 

knowledge, and experience. With regard to epistemology, I believe that reality can be 

understood and influenced, but to a limited extent. This led me to choose a social 

constructionist view to investigate the area of the research questions. Within the social 

constructionist paradigm, individuals and their interpretations of social reality, hence put the 

emphasis on the production of the realities within the raised research questions (Esterberg, 

2002). Social constructionist approaches ask us to focus on interaction—how humans act 

toward one another, the objects in their worlds, and the meaning they attach to them. They 
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also say that meanings are created (and changed) through a process of interpretations. 

Constructivists claim that truth is relative and that it is dependent on one’s perspective (Baxter 

and Jack, 2008). These approaches assume that the researchers need to begin by examining 

the empirical world instead of with a theory or a preconceived notion of the way the world 

works. They say that there is no social reality apart from how individuals construct it, so the 

main research task is to interpret those constructions (Esterberg, 2002). One of the advantages 

of this approach is the close collaboration between the researcher and the participant while 

enabling participants to tell their stories (Baxter and Jack, 2008). 

In my research, I recognized that besides my starting point being in the theory, I do assume 

that the objects of study are a result of the social interaction that constructs them, their 

actions, and their speech. Knowing this and considering that the research is based mainly on 

individuals, my research theory is nevertheless inserted in the constructionist perspective. 

3.1.1 ANALYTICAL STRATEGY 

A review of the literature on CSR and the fashion industry, as well as the institutional 

pressure, provided solid foundation for the conceptual framework. In qualitative research 

within the social research area, investigators typically focus a lot on beginning with a 

particular theory and then looking at the empirical world to see if the theory is supported by 

facts (Esterberg, 2002).  

The reasoning above can be named differently—such as “theory before research” and 

research before theory” (Berg, 2001), while Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008) call these 

approaches “induction” and “deduction.” I presume that I am using mostly theory before 

research, therefore deduction. Even though I argued that I do the research deductively, I can 

see the possibility of framing my research in a third model, which encompasses both the 

“research before theory” and “theory before research” models. Berg (2001) explained this 

possibility because the proposed approach is conceived as spiraling rather than linear in its 

progression. In the proposed approach, you begin with an idea, gather theoretical information, 

reconsider and refine your idea, begin to examine a possible design, re-examine theoretical 

assumptions, and refine these theoretical assumptions and perhaps even your original or 

refined idea. You are spiraling forward, never actually leaving any stage behind completely. 

Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008) call this approach “abduction,” when you combine deduction 

and induction, because they say that these two ideal types of research traditions seldom exist 
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as clear-cut alternatives. Still, by using these two approaches, the biggest weaknesses of both 

could be avoided.  

3.2 CASE STUDY JUSTIFICATION 
The purpose of this study is to gain understanding of the cases and their context in general, 

but specifically the issues addressed. Thus, qualitative methods and, in particular, a multiple-

case study design make an appropriate match. In some fields, multiple-case studies have been 

considered a different methodology from single-case studies; however, Yin (2003) considered 

single- and multiple-case designs to be variants within the same methodological framework, 

and he does not make any broad distinction between the two. He considered the choice as one 

of the research designs, with both being included under the case study method. According to 

Yin, each case must be carefully selected so that it either predicts similar results (a literal 

replication) or predicts contrasting results, but for predictable reasons (a theoretical 

replication). Here I have selected, in relation with the conceptual framework, to build my 

selection of the cases on a theoretical replication instead of a literal replication, this is because 

after a careful investigation of the fashion industry I found it to be too heterogeneous to be 

able to predict similar results for the industry. Yin identified that the replication approach to 

multiple-case studies must consist of theory development and then case selection, and the 

definition of specific measures are important steps in the design and data-collection process.  

3.2.1 THE MULTIPLE-CASE STUDY 

Due to the limited academic research on the institutional pressure of CSR within the fashion 

industry, it was necessary to use a method that provided sensitivity to each individual case. 

This made it possible to map similarities and contrasting factors between the cases. Data from 

different cases allowed for inclusion of different perspectives on the theoretical groundwork.  

Qualitative case study research is a research strategy using case studies that involve 

qualitative data collection and analysis. According to Eisenhardt (1989), the case study is a 

research strategy that focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single settings 

and can employ an embedded design—that is, multiple levels of analysis within a single 

study. Moreover, she states that case studies can be used to accomplish various aims, such as 

to provide a description, test a theory, or generate a theory. The interest here is to provide a 

description and to deepen the understanding of a known theory, hoping to give some new 

insight and understanding to it.  
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The primary strength of the case study methods is found in the descriptive and heuristic 

characteristics of this approach to research (Merriam, 1998). Despite these apparent strengths, 

case study research has faced criticism. Some of the main criticisms of the methodology have 

pointed to a lack of rigor, its potential for generating massive amounts of unmanageable data, 

and the belief that findings are not generalizable. The main advantages of a multiple-case 

study over a single-case study are, first, the possibility of direct replications and, second, the 

contexts of the cases are likely to differ to some extent. A multiple-case study can blunt the 

criticism of a single-case study, and the more cases, the stronger effects (Yin, 2003). This is 

the reason I chose to carry out a multiple-case study instead of a single-case study research.  

3.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
To decide who will and will not be included in the study; to describe what relationships may 

be present based on logic, theory, and/or experience; I will use the conceptual framework 

made by Baxter (Baxter and Jack, 2008). The framework she made was based on the literature 

she used and her personal experience. I adopted Baxter’s framework so it would fit my thesis.  

 

Figure 2. Conceptual Framework. The industries pressures and the strategic responses. 

 

This framework (figure 2) has been developing throughout the process of the research. In the 

beginning, it was just a raw outline of the theory; and during the research process, it continued 

to form into a more complex construct. According to Baxter and Jack (2008), the framework 

should continue to develop and be completed as the study progresses, and the relationships 

between the proposed constructs will emerge as data are analyzed. In the end, all the themes 

that emerged from the data analysis would be included in the final conceptual framework. The 

final conceptual framework will be presented in the chapter on findings (figure 9).  

Stratigic	  responses	  	  

Acquiescence	   Compriomise	   Avoidance	   De\iance	   Manipulation	  

Industrieal	  isomorphism	  

Coercive	   Mimetic	   Coercive	  
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3.3.1 CASE SELECTION 

A multiple-case study enables the researcher to explore differences within and between cases. 

The goal is to replicate findings across cases. Because comparisons will be drawn, it is 

imperative that the cases are chosen carefully so that the researcher can predict similar results 

across cases or contrasting results based on a theory (Yin, 2003). 

Stake (1995) made a difference between the case and the issues. For an instrumental case 

study, the issue is dominant; and we start and end with issues. Stake uses an instrumental case 

study to accomplish something other than understanding a particular situation. He said that it 

provides insight into an issue or helps to refine a theory. The case is then of secondary 

interest; it plays a supportive role, facilitating our understanding of something else. This 

influenced my choice of companies. My study is an instrumental multiple-case study, whereas 

I choose the cases because of the issues at stake. I carefully selected each case so it would 

predict contrasting results for predictable reasons, which Yin (2003) calls “theoretical 

replication.” The case-selection process was not a simple process, since it required a lot of 

preparation and knowledge about the companies and the fashion industry in Iceland. Using 

my previous experience as an active participant in the Icelandic labor market, my network in 

Iceland, and substantial information gathered about the fashion field, I managed to find 

appropriate cases for my study.  

Even though preparing my case selection criteria carefully, I came across some obstacles on 

the way because during my coding process, I found that the categories I had chosen for my 

cases did not fit my issues entirely, however I used this process, guided by my conceptual 

framework, to redefine the issues and the categorizes of the companies. The new categories 

were not so different from the earlier chosen but came to be much more suitable.  

 

Table 2. Companies and different stages  

	   Stage	   Companies 

STEP	  I	   Financial	  sustainability	   C4	  and	  C5	  

STEP	  II	   CSR	  compliance	   C1	  and	  C2	  

STEP	  III	   CSR	  ideology	   C3	  and	  C6	  
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As seen on table 2 I divided the companies into three groups: step 1, step 2, and step 3. In step 

1, which I call financial sustainability, are the companies that look at their CSR as surviving 

as a company, by being financially sustainable. Step 2, which I call CSR compliance, are the 

companies that have started to think about what they can do to become more socially 

responsible. Step 3, which I call CSR ideology, are the companies that let CSR ideology 

almost control the operation of the company. Even though I would have liked to have at least 

one more company in each group, I consider it a satisfactory number of cases in each group. 

The selection criterion was clear: First, I wanted to find two, preferably three, companies in 

every group. Second, the company had to be willing to provide me with information and a 

time for an interview, either through Skype or in person in a week period where I was 

travelling to Iceland. Third, its headquarters had to be located in Iceland. Finally, it had to be 

within the textile, fashion, or design industry in Iceland. 

3.4 CASE PRESENTATION 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a sketch of the companies that were used as cases for 

this study. The companies are not named because of confidentiality and the information the 

companies gave me. However, I will briefly identify each company and describe the groups to 

which they pertain. The primary focus of the section is to give a reasonable notion of the 

companies, how they distinguish themselves and what they have in common.  

Company 1: Company 1 is the largest in this study and one of 300 largest companies in 

Iceland in a recent study. It is also the oldest company in this research or over 50 years old. It 

is a large manufacturing company that offers high quality outdoor clothing for sports and 

leisure. They have over 200 employees both in Iceland and in Eastern Europe. They own all 

their factories, which is located in Eastern Europe. It was originally family-owned and is still 

owned by a small group of people. They sell their products in more than 500 shops in 15 

countries.  

Company 2: Company 2 is an Icelandic design company, founded in 2005. The idea was to 

utilize the unique Icelandic wool, and other raw natural materials such as silk and leather, to 

create a line of multifunctional clothing and accessories. The style has been described as 

revitalized Icelandic traditional design, combining Nordic design elements with chic 

modernity in lightweight apparel. With close ties to the current Icelandic music and design 
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scene, the companies design concept and inspiration draws from the roots- the Icelandic 

heritage. The company outsource its production that takes place all over the world, mostly in 

China, India and Iceland The companies products are sold in Europe, Japan and US, including 

concept stores, fashion boutiques and at an occasional ski resort. The company is family 

owned and the employees are slightly less than fifty. 

Company 3: Company 3 is an Icelandic design company, which started around year 2000. It 

derived from unique way of processing Icelandic lambs wool. The production process of the 

fabric is hand finished in a small village on the east coast of Iceland. There, lamb wool layers 

are placed by hand before felting them into different layers of cotton. These natural fibers 

combination are light and flexible. The products are sold in the US, around Europe, in Japan 

and Iceland. The main designer owns the company and the employees are less than 10. 

Company 4: Company 4 is a small design firm, that started the year 2002 and is producing 

and selling only in Iceland. The companies imports most of the textile from all over the world 

and is recognized for a unique design and used by many celebrities in Iceland.  The company 

is owned by its main designer and less than 10 people work there.  

Company 5: Company 5 was founded the year 2003 and is a company that specializes in the 

design of textiles, clothes and accessories. The company has a reputation for quality design 

and exciting clothing line. The production has only been available in a small selection of 

shops in Iceland. The main-materials used by the company are wool, silk and cotton. The 

production takes place in Iceland as well as the merchandising. The textile comes mostly from 

Iceland, Turkey and UK. This is a small company with less than 10 employees. Its main 

designer owns the company.  

Company 6: Company 6 was established in 1999 and has from the beginning made fashion 

clothing from recycled clothing. It is a design whereas everything is produced from materials 

gleaned from piles of second-hand clothes, imported from rag houses in Europe because of 

the limited amount available in Iceland. It operates in Reykjavik and always works fair and 

local. It is owned by the main designer and has less than 10 employees. 

3.5 EMPIRICAL DATA 
To be able to understand the case in its totality, I needed both breadth and depth of data 

collection. Thus, data collection for this study focused on multiple sources of evidence, 
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including primary and secondary documents and original interviews. Multiple-data sources 

enhance data credibility (Patton, 1990; Yin, 2003), since each data source could be one piece 

of the “puzzle,” with each piece contributing to my understanding of the whole phenomenon I 

am trying to understand. This convergence adds strength to the findings as various strands of 

data are braided together to promote a greater understanding of the case (Baxter and Jack, 

2008). 

3.5.1 PRIMARY DOCUMENTS 

In recognition of the value of using documents in qualitative data collection, this study used a 

wide array of current and archival documents as primary and secondary document sources. 

This value is, according to Merriam, found in the capacity of documents to “furnish 

descriptive information, verify emerging hypotheses, advance new categories and hypotheses, 

offer historical understanding, track, change and development . . .” (Merriam 1998:126).  

Statistics from Statistic Iceland were used to develop an understanding of the fashion 

industry, its scope, and scale. Articles from specialist within the Confederation of Icelandic 

Employers were also used for the same purpose. I used companies’ annual reports, 

companies’ Web pages, and newspapers to provide backgrounds for the interviews. I did not 

code the archival documents because the objective was to investigate motivations, not 

outcomes. 

3.5.2 SECONDARY DOCUMENTS 

Secondary-source data included books, research articles, newspaper articles, and magazine 

articles. These sources were utilized to construct the context, as well as to glean insight into 

the fashion industry in Iceland or worldwide. Similar to primary documents, I did not code the 

secondary documents since the purpose of using these sources of data was to gain background 

information about the fashion industry.  

3.5.3 INTERVIEWS 

I based my selection of my key informants on their knowledge about CSR initiatives of their 

firms and the underlying reasons for the initiatives. None of the cases had a CSR manager, but 

instead, I interviewed the senior managers or, in one case, the marketing manager. I perceived 

no systematic bias in the context descriptions, motivational dimensions, or firm initiatives; but 
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I also gathered secondary data for each company to assess the reliability of the key 

informants. In general, the informants would have the capacity to make or to influence 

decisions in response to pressures from multiple constituents. The informants should have 

deep knowledge about the company’s history, mission, and strategic plans as they pertain to 

issues of CSR and institutional pressure. 

In addition to these six interviews with the key informants within each company, I collected 

two interviews with persons involved in the fashion industry in Iceland. Both of them are 

fashion designers: one is a board of director of a fashion association, which gives her a unique 

view of the fashion field in Iceland, and the other one is living in Denmark, which gives her 

another reality and a view of the fashion industry in Iceland. 

Electronic mail invitations were sent to potential informants. These e-mails introduced them 

to the study and asked them to participate. I followed up this initial contact with direct phone 

calls; and if I did not receive a respond within a few days, in some cases, a second round of e-

mails were sent. These additions brought the total number of informants interviewed to eight. 

Informants included five senior managers or owners, one marketing manager, one board of 

director of an Icelandic fashion association, and one freelance designer living in Denmark. 

The interviews lasted between one hour and one and a half hours. I conducted four interviews 

by Skype, three interviews took place in the company itself during my stay in Iceland, and 

one interview took place at a coffeehouse in Denmark. All interviews but one were tape-

recorded and then subsequently transcribed for use in the data analysis. All interviews were 

conducted in Icelandic, since that is my mother language and of my informants as well. It is 

well possible that having taken the interview in Icelandic and then trying to gather the 

meaning of it in English might result in a loss of meaning. Nevertheless, I tried to be aware of 

that possible problem and thereby minimize the risk of a lost meaning in the text. Despite this 

possible flaw in the interviews, I estimated that I would get a deeper meaning from my 

informant by asking the questions in Icelandic and also allowing them to answer the questions 

in Icelandic compared to carrying out the interview in English. The interviews took place 

from October to November 2010.  
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Table 3. Sources of Empirical Data 

	   Interviews	   Primary	  documents	   Secondary	  documents	  

	   Interviews	   Reports	   Companies’	  Web	  
pages	  

Newspaper	  articles	   Reports	  and	  theses	  

C1	   Company	  visit	   Annual	  report	   X	   X	   	  

C2	   Skype	   	   X	   X	   	  	  

C3	   Skype	   	   X	  
	  

X	   X	  

C4	   Company	  visit	   Annual	  report	   X	  
	  

X	   X	  

C5	   Company	  visit	  
	  

	   X	   X	   	  	  

C6	   Skype	   	   X	   X	   	  	  

I1	   Skype	   Statistic	  Iceland,	  SA	   X	   X	   X	  

I2	   At	  a	  coffeehouse	  in	  
Denmark	  

	   	   	   	  

 
 

3.5.4 THE INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT AND PROCESS 

Following the recommendations of Merriam (1998), I conducted semistructured in-person 

individual interviews and kept initial interviews broad in scope in an effort to expose a wide 

range of motivations and guiding themes. According to Merriam, such interviews allow 

researchers “to respond to the situation at hand, to the emerging worldview of the respondent, 

and to new ideas on the topic” (Merriam 1998:74). Thus, although the study protocol 

contained set questions that all respondents were asked, the format of the interview was 

relatively open-ended to allow the researcher opportunity to follow emergent issues or new 

ideas.  

Informants were assured of confidentiality and the option to decline participation and to 

withdraw from the interview at any point. All but one participant agreed to be tape-recorded. 

In that interview, I took extensive notes. I also took notes during all tape-recorded interviews. 

Following the interviews, I reviewed, summarized, and typed up the notes.  

I started each interview by asking about the company’s background, size, vision, mission, and 

target market. After gathering some background information, I asked about the company’s 

initiative in CSR and how it defines the concept. In the third part of the interview, I asked 

about their view on the industry’s main challenges regarding CSR. In the second half of the 

interview, I wanted to know about the characteristics and the sources of pressure for the 

company to engage in CSR and how they have responded to that pressure. I ended the 
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interview by asking if they had anything to add and if there was something I had not asked 

about but they considered important. Even though the interviews were semi structured and 

preprepared, I slightly developed the interview protocol during the interview period. I 

acknowledge that this procedure could give some bias in the findings, but I chose to do so 

instead of continue with my original questionnaire and not learn from each interview. 

3.6 DATA ANALYSIS 
The process of data involves making sense out of text and preparing the data for analysis, 

moving deeper and deeper into understanding the data, representing the data, and making an 

interpretation of the larger meaning of the data (Creswell, 2009). When analyzing my data, I 

acknowledge that this was an ongoing process involving continual reflection about the data, 

asking analytic questions, and writing memos throughout the study.  

In my analysis I went through several steps, even though it was interactive in practice. I 

describe these steps as follows: 

Step 1. I organized and prepared the data for analysis. It involved transcribing interviews, as I 

have already described in the previous chapter.  

Step 2. I read through all the data to be able to obtain a general sense of the information and 

to reflect on its overall meaning. I started writing notes on the margins, general thoughts 

about the data. 

Step 3. I started my coding process. According to Rossman and Rallis (1998), coding is the 

process of organizing the material into chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning to 

information. To analyze the data I gathered during the interviews and the collection of 

documents, I chose to use content analysis. I considered this method to be the most suitable to 

my research purposes of searching for a deeper understanding of the perspectives and choices 

of the individuals interviewed. Content analysis is useful in analyzing in-depth interview data 

and documents, because it offers an opportunity for the investigator to learn about how 

subjects or the authors of textual materials view their social worlds (Berg, 2001).  

I abductively identified codes and themes by using open coding. I tried to conduct an 

interpretive analysis and focused more on the underlying meaning in the text by using latent 

content. Latent content is “the deep structured meaning conveyed by the message” (Berg 

2001, 242). Therefore, I chose not to be limited to the manifest content and to the superficial 
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counting of present words implied on it. Instead, I tried to understand the meaning of the 

patterns found throughout the data analysis. I was guided by the conceptual framework for the 

study, which provided me with clues that directed the data analysis (figure 2). Analyzing 

abductively and guided by this conceptual framework, I found three different types of 

companies or steps the companies were on regarding CSR behavior. After grouping together 

these cases, I started making a list of all topics, clustered together similar topics, and formed 

them into columns of major topics, unique topics, and leftovers. I found the most descriptive 

wording for my topics and turned them into categories and looked for ways to reduce my total 

list of categories by grouping topics that relate to each other.  

Step 4. I used the coding process to generate a description of the setting as well as categories 

for analysis. Beyond identifying the themes during the coding process, I tried to build 

additional layers of complex analysis by analyzing each individual case and across different 

cases.  

Step 5. I chose to advance the description of how the themes were represented and presented a 

detailed discussion of several themes, complete with subthemes, multiple perspectives from 

individual cases, and quotations.  

Step 6. On the final step of the data analysis, I involved the interpretation of the data. It was 

the meaning derived from a comparison of the findings with information gleaned from the 

literature and the theories. I found some part of the findings that confirmed past information 

and other that diverged from it. It led me to be able to suggest new questions that needed to be 

asked.  

 

Figure 3. Data analysis process (Creswell, 2009) 

 

Raw	  data	  
Organizing	  and	  
preparing	  data	  
for	  analysis	  

Reading	  through	  
all	  data	  

Coding	  the	  Data	  
by	  hand	   Themes	  

Interrelating	  
themes	  -‐	  Case	  

study	  

Interpreting	  the	  
meaning	  of	  
themes	  
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3.7 VALIDITY AND QUALITY 
This section reviews the trustworthiness of this study and evaluates the accuracy of the data 

and my ability as the researcher to answer how the Icelandic fashion industry employs 

different strategies for responding to CSR pressure. It is important to continuously evaluate 

the reliability and validity of data in any empirical study. However, as validity and reliability 

are essentially paradigm-specific concepts, Lincoln and Guba suggest a parallel concept of 

trustworthiness (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). According to Lincoln and Guba, there are 

four criteria in assessing the goodness of the research: (1) credibility, (2) transferability, (3) 

dependability, and (4) conformability (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). These criteria are 

described below in connection with this research. 

3.7.1 DEPENDABILITY 

Dependability refers to the trustworthiness of the researcher. I, as the researcher, have made 

this study dependable, thus the process of my research has been logical, traceable, and well 

documented. I have been guided by my conceptual framework that I made in the beginning of 

the process, both have I described the original framework and explained how it developed as 

the research continued, as well as document the final framework in the end of the findings 

chapter. This should show that the research is logical. The study is traceable because I have 

listed the analyzing process as well as possible. Documenting all sources of literature has 

made my research well documented.  

3.7.2 TRANSFERABILITY 

Transferability evaluates one’s claims by making a connection between the study at hand and 

previous studies. This study is transferable or similar to other studies about the institutional 

theory and the responses to pressure. The fashion industry has stimulated a great deal of 

attention toward the field of CSR and has led to questions about why companies participate in 

CSR initiatives. This study adds to the studies that give a new perspective on the industry, 

focusing on Iceland. 

3.7.3 CREDIBILITY 

The credibility criteria evaluate the merit of one’s claims and assesses whether another 

researcher, on the basis of the same collected data, could possess the same or a similar 
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interpretation (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). I have as a researcher the last two years 

studied institutional theory in the context of creative industries, resulting in a great familiarity 

with the topic at hand. I consider the data gathered sufficient to merit my claims, since the 

cases are carefully selected based on clear selection criteria, as well as a well-prepared and 

appropriate interview protocol. I am as well an experienced interviewer, both from previous 

studies as well as from work experience. I have tried to make strong logical links between 

observations and my categories, that is both coming from my conceptual framework and later 

on from the coding procedure. I believe other researchers could, on the basis of my material, 

agree with my claims.  

3.7.4. CONFORMABILITY 

Conformability refers to the idea that the data and interpretation of an inquiry are not just 

imagination. It is about linking findings and interpretations to the data in ways that can be 

easily understood by others. In this report, the findings have been made clear by providing an 

overview of the fashion and design industry and the problem stated in the introduction. I use 

full quotes in relaying the findings to make the data upon which I make my conclusions clear 

and transparent to the reader. Graphs and charts are also utilized in providing a helpful 

illustration of the findings to the reader. 
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4. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
Chapter four explores and analyzes the findings of the data. As introduced in chapter one the 

purpose of this thesis is to ultimately determine how the companies employ different 

strategies for responding to CSR pressures. Data is analyzed based on the perspectives of the 

managers themselves. Throughout the findings, the companies are referred to as C1-C6 and 

my two other informants as I1 and I2. Based on several interviewees´preference to remain 

confidential, I have decided to keep all names amongst the companies and informants 

anonymous and refer to them numerically. The analyses begins describing the fashion 

industry in general, specifically its main dilemmas, thereafter, probing into the fashion and 

design industry in Iceland, subsequently analyze the current economical and institutional 

situations and factors that influence the industry. Subsequently, I present a more analytical 

treatment of the dominant themes, which characterize the source of the pressure for CSR, and 

the industries responses of it.  

4.1 SETTING THE SCENE 
The fashion industry is one of the most growing industries in the world. Clothing and textiles 

represent about seven per cent of world exports, with more than quarter of the world’s 

production in China. The major environmental impacts of the sector arise from the use of 

energy and toxic chemicals and social concern has always been a feature of the sector 

(Allwood, Laursen, Rodríguez and Bocken, 2006). I will begin by describing the main 

dilemmas in the fashion industry, thereafter analyze the Icelandic fashion and design industry, 

by stating the most important economic- and institutional factors.  

4.1.1 DILEMMAS IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY 

Consumers´ Choice of Ethical Fashion 

One of the main dilemmas within the ethical fashion industry is whether the consumers care 

about ethical fashion. Many believe that the pressure should come from the customers: if the 

customers do not care, why should the companies? Meanwhile, others believe that it is the 

companies’ role to create a need for the customers. This dilemma is known within the creative 

industries as demand analysis versus market construction (Lampel, Lant, and Shamsie 2000). 

This dilemma is between those who see fashion as an expression of customers’ needs (pulled) 

and the ones who argue that customers’ needs come from the imagination and creativity of 
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producers (pushed). A research done by Joergens (2006) about ethical fashion consumption 

showed little evidence that those ethical issues have any effect on consumers’ fashion 

purchase behavior. Moreover, when it comes to fashion purchase, personal needs motivate 

consumers primarily to buy garments, taking precedence over ethical issues. According to the 

research, the reasons for this behavior are that they feel that they do not have a real choice 

since large quantities of their garments are produced in developing countries and that they do 

not feel they are in a position to judge the unethical behavior of manufacturing companies in 

developing countries. It is interesting that in this same research, a majority of respondents 

showed favorable attitudes to buy ethical fashion and see a potential in this approach as long 

as it is comparable in fashion and price to other fashion brands. According to this research 

and some others, consumers tend to view ethics to be the responsibility of the corporate sector 

and government; but at the same time, they think that consumers can influence companies to 

act more ethically (Joergens, 2006; Shaw and Tomolillo, 2004; Dickson, 2005). It is 

interesting to look at the fashion company Hennes & Mauritz (H&M) in this context, since 

they strategically choose to not flaunt its CSR aspects in its communications. The reason for 

this is that their CSR efforts do not constitute a point of differentiation that makes shoppers 

choose H&M over other brands. They do not want to be seen as an excessive philanthropist 

with profits to share for charities and not for consumers (Hansted, and Posner, 2004).  

 
Fast Fashion vs. Slow Fashion 

Another dilemma within the fashion industry is that the market is pressing the price down and 

that the fashion has become both faster and cheaper (Black, 2008). In the end of last century, 

private consumption had quadruplicated when compared with the levels of the throwaway 

society in the 1960s.  (Worldwatch Institute, 2004). According to Black, the spread of global 

communication technologies and sophisticated marketing, together with greater competition 

and the growth of offshore manufacturing for Western markets, have increased the 

availability of cheaper clothing. This has resulted in heightened consumer expectations for 

constant novelty and, moreover, faster and faster fashion cycles. This has represented an 

unsustainable model for the long term. Cheap fashion has translated into disposable fashion of 

lower quality, which has in turn encouraged higher consumption and the devaluation of 

clothing in real terms. She stated that as more fashion companies have followed suit in 

shortening their production cycles, fast fashion has put increased pressure on clothing 

manufacturers to produce goods in less time, impacting most those at the bottom of the supply 
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chain who actually sew the garments. Campaigns by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) 

and investigative journalists have given prominent media coverage to labor issues in the 

fashion industry, exposing inequities in working conditions in developing countries. This has 

stimulated demand for more information, accountability, and transparency in clothing 

manufacture and supply. The pressure on the mainstream fashion industry to become greener 

has resulted in that an increasing number of companies have made serious attempts to create 

more ecological clothing, following the lead of a number of relatively small but pioneering 

companies, such as Patagonia and Katharine Hamnett. Black concludes that there has been a 

fundamental shift as a new era of ethical and conscientious consumption develops.  

“At Home” vs. “Produced in Asia” 

Clothes made “at home,” or “at home” production, is also known as localism. This is being 

associated with high-sustainability standards by fashion designers and brands. Many brands 

are leading the way in supporting traditional culture, skills, and ethical production of woolen 

clothing from field to final product. By manufacturing “at home,” fashion brands can reduce 

the amount of shipping and transport involved in the supply chains for their products, 

reducing the carbon footprint of this part of their work. However, it is worth noticing that 

many key raw materials for fashion products cannot or are not produced in the home country. 

This includes cotton, as well as many synthetic and ecofabrics. According to de Brito et al. 

(2008), the search for lower-cost production has led to a dramatic relocation of production 

sites toward the Far East, meaning the disappearance of traditional European industries and 

loss of employment. 

There have been some attempts to revive production in Europe, such as competitive clusters 

on technical textiles as a national strategy for manufacturing competitiveness, just-in-time 

technological change, and more general applications of computer techniques in design, 

cutting, and finishing (de Brito et al. 2008). 

Ecolabel and Certifications 

Ecolabelling seeks to inform consumers about the effects of the production on the 

environment, consumption, and waste phases of the products/services consumed. According 

to Gallastegui (2002), it seeks to fulfill two objectives: (1) to provide consumers with more 

information about the environmental effects of their consumption, generating a change toward 

more environmentally friendly consumption patterns, and (2) to encourage producers, the 

government, and other agents to increase the environmental standards of products/services.  
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The most commonly used arguments, as specified by Morris (1997), to favor labelling 

schemes are, first, that since consumers spend little time discovering the environmental 

impact of products, it is necessary to develop recognized labels they can trust; second, labels 

can improve the image and/or sales of the company. Third, labelling can encourage firms to 

account for the environmental impact of their production; fourth, labels can make consumers 

more aware of environmental issues and problems. Finally, labelling programs might help 

with the protection of the environment. 

The importance attributed to becoming certified can be explained by a number of things (e.g., 

as a result of customer demand as claimed in the “greening of the supply chain” literature, as 

a result of the rise of “new public management,” and/or because of the symbolic qualities of 

certification and the rationalized myths of what being a modern company entails) (Georg 

2003).  

While the approaches of ecolabelling can be effective, there are still some major challenges to 

successfully address social responsibility in ecolabels. Measuring progress in social 

responsibility can be more challenging than tracking environmental performance. According 

to Foster (2010), social responsibility has been mostly overlooked in the initial rush toward 

ecolabelling.  

Some of the examples that Icelandic companies within the fashion and design industry can 

apply for are as follows: 

THE EU FLOWER: The main function of the EU Flower is to stimulate both the supply and 

demand of products with a reduced environmental impact compared with conventional 

products. The objective is to provide simple and reliable information for the consumer that the 

product is among the group of products with a reduced environmental impact. All producers 

and importers who market their products throughout the member states of the European 

Union and Norway, Iceland, and Lichtenstein may use the scheme. The aim of the criteria for 

receiving the ecolabel is defined so that 5% to 30% of the products marketed will be able to 

meet such criteria. The specific criteria are defined according to the stages in the life cycle of 

the products, taking into consideration the most essential environmental problems. Based on 

the above in the case of textiles, the focus is put on a reduction of wastewater pollution during 

the various links in the chain of production. (Breds, Hjort and Kruger, 2002).   
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THE NORDIC SWAN LABEL: The Nordic Council of Ministers established the scheme in 

1989. The aim of the scheme is to stimulate more environmentally friendly consumption by 

guiding the consumers in their purchases and to stimulate the development, marketing, and 

use of products with less environmental impact than other similar products. The criteria may 

involve all stages throughout the life cycle, and the aim of the criteria stipulated is that they 

are met by not more than one-third of the products marketed in Scandinavia. Specific criteria 

are set for textiles throughout all the production stages, including the end product. No criteria 

are set that the fibers shall be organic, but if organic fibers are used, the criteria for wet 

treatment are easier to meet. (Breds, Hjort and Kruger, 2002). 

THE BLUE ANGLE LABEL: The Blue Angle is the official German ecolabel, which gives 

guidance to consumers on buying products that pollute less than other comparable products. 

There are no requirements that products should be made from organic materials to receive the 

label. On the other hand, the focus is on other aspects—for example, that the product can be 

reused, is made from recycled materials, does not contain polluting agents, or contains as few 

polluting agents as possible (Breds, Hjort and Kruger, 2002). 

ISO 14001: The ISO 14000 family addresses various aspects of environmental management. 

ISO 14001 deals with environmental management systems (EMS). ISO 14001 is a 

management tool enabling an organization of any size or type (1) to identify and control the 

environmental impact of its activities, products, or services; (2) to improve its environmental 

performance continually; and (3) to implement a systematic approach to setting 

environmental objectives and targets to achieve these and to demonstrate that they have been 

achieved (International Organization for Standardization, n.d).  

TÚN: Tún certification is accredited according to European standard EN45011 to certify that 

a particular product has been produced by organic methods in accordance with Icelandic and 

European legal standards for organic agricultural production. Certification also ensures that 

the product meets the requirements of IFOAM (International Organic Agriculture 

Movement). Organic methods are based on production, taking into account all factors of the 

life cycle (i.e., soil, water, plants, animals, and humans) (Gíslason, 2005).  

FAIR TRADE: Fair trade standards are designed to support the sustainable development of 

small-scale producers and agricultural workers in the poorest countries of the world. The key 

objectives of the standards are to ensure that producers receive prices that cover their average 
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costs of sustainable production; provide an additional fair trade premium that can be invested 

in projects that enhance social, economic, and environmental development; enable 

prefinancing for producers who require it; facilitate long-term trading partnerships and enable 

greater producer control over the trading process; and set clear minimum and progressive 

criteria to ensure that the conditions of production and trade of all fair trade certified products 

are socially, economically fair, and environmentally responsible (FairTrade International, 

n.d.).  

4.1.3 THE ICELANDIC FASHION INDUSTRY 

First indicator of some sort of fashion production in Iceland was when Icelanders started to 

use their wool for weaving and knitting or any handcraft. The Wool industry was 

comprehensive and demanded an extensive experience. Industrial education was soon 

increased when peoples demand for expertise in tailor making and sewing. Iceland started 

industrialization in the textile industry much later than elsewhere in Europe; however, the 

history of design is quite extensive (Jóelsdóttir, 2009). 

In 2001, the Fashion Designers Association was founded and its purpose is to safeguard those 

who work in fashion design and increase cohesion between designers. The Association also 

contributes to the dissemination of information to designers are good and different 

performances, lectures and courses are been hold in conjunction with the industry (Jóelsdóttir, 

2009). 

The Icelandic fashion and design industry turnover is around five billion ISK each year; 

thereof around two billion ISK is domestic sales. According to the Confederation of Icelandic 

Employers, there are great opportunities that exist in the industry whereas, approximately 500 

people work in the industry in Iceland. Icelandic design is therefore important for the 

economy and employment in Iceland (SA- Confederation of Icelandic Employers, 2009). 

According to I1 the fashion and design industry in Iceland are around 30 years behind their 

collages in the other Nordic countries, regarding ethical fashion and CSR. Among the firsts 

step in becoming more strategically socially responsible is participation in NICE project (The 

Nordic Initiative Clean and Ethical), which is a Nordic project with the main purpose of 

raising awareness and practices within responsible and sustainable business methods. The 

reasons the Fashion-designers Association is a part of the project is first, to learn from the 
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other Nordic countries; secondly, to get the discussion started about the matter of CSR within 

the fashion industry in Iceland and finally to expand the Icelandic designers network.  

After this analysis of the fashion industry in Iceland it is perspicuous that the industry is just 

recently started to be conscious about CSR, but has been unaware of some CSR action all 

ready taken. Now it is essential to look at some economic and institutional factors affecting 

the fashion industry.   

Economic and Institutional Factors 

To understand why or why not companies behave in socially responsible ways, I find it 

necessary to describe the general business environment in Iceland at the moment. I will use 

Campell’s (2007) theory, explained earlier, as a basic for this analysis. I will describe the 

business environment in general using mostly published reports from different sources as well 

as information from the fashion industry specifically to argue. The information about the 

fashion industry is mostly coming from my informants’ responses as well as reports from 

these same companies and other sources.  

The Icelandic economic system is at the moment week, due to the collapse of the banking 

system in October 2008 and at the time of this research, has not yet recover from it. The 

economic system, before the collapse, had been experience rapid economic growth during the 

last decade, and many companies used that period to accumulate debt, due to easy access to 

cheap loans. Many companies also started to produce abroad and export product and even buy 

companies abroad to expand its operations. In a report from 2010, publicized by the Iceland 

Chamber of Commerce, the situation in the Icelandic market is explained. It says that it is 

clear that the collapse has had significant negative consequences for all aspect of Icelandic 

society. The business environment for companies has not been that unfavorable for decades, 

for example has the debt increased, costs have increased, funding is less available and demand 

has declined. Great amount of companies are due to this situation, controlled by financial 

institutions and the number of bankruptcies has increased rapidly (Iceland Chamber of 

Commerce, 2010). As we can see in figure 4 the most influential external factors, according to 

Icelandic companies, that causes their economic problems is the uncertainty, and number two 

is the weakening of the Icelandic currency. These two factors would suggest, according to 

Campell (2007), that the Icelandic companies would be less likely to behave in socially 

responsible way.  
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Figure 4. Influential external factors causing Icelandic companies difficulties, according to 
Icelandic companies (Iceland Chamber of Commerce, 2010) 

 

This situation affects the companies in my study in many ways. After the collapse the 

companies want to focus more on the Icelandic market oppose to the market abroad, though 

many firms had previously had plans on selling more of their production abroad, such as C3, 

C4 and C5. Another affect on the companies after the economic collapse is that the 

government seems to have begun putting focus on using more natural product and wanted 

companies to become more environmentally sustainable, however, after October 2008 this 

focus seems to have diminish a lot. As C5 said: “Now during the crises these pressures are 

non-existing, this use to be more popular, but after the crises it was set on hold, the pressures 

and demands were set on hold”. The main focus for most of the companies is now to keep 

operating. As C5 said: “I try to pay my taxes and keep my obligations towards my society. I 

want to be economically sustainable.” and “it is important not to accumulate debt”. Some of 

the companies, mostly the smallest ones that think to a lesser degree about CSR, also feel that 

the government should not put to much pressure on the companies regarding more socially 

responsible behavior, specially if it would cost the companies more, which they tend to 

assume it will.  

This situation in Iceland right now is affecting the companies, in my study, more those who 

are weaker, economically, but it does not seem to affect the companies that are economically 

stronger, that is, the companies that have not been accumulate debt in the rapid economic 

growth.  

According to the report from the Iceland Chamber of Commerce (2010) the business 

environment in Iceland is now much closer to the international community than before, and 
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that results in greater competitions for firms in general. However, the banking system is very 

important in the Icelandic economy, especially at the moment, since it is one of the largest 

important factors in the restructuring of the Icelandic economy. Many companies are having 

difficulties, such as, great debt, inflation and high interest rates; therefore, companies need to 

rely on the strength of the domestic banking system when it comes to financing and other 

financial services. Poor conditions of many companies has increasingly lead to the fact that 

the banks own many firms partly or almost completely and that has resulted in the risk of 

disrupted competition.  

Iceland is a small economy compared to many other countries and most of the companies 

operating in Iceland are considered small or medium sized (SMEs), or more than 99% and 

nearly half of all wage earners work for these companies (Chamber of Commerce, 2009). In 

table 5 is explained different categories for SMEs from the number of employees. In this 

study there is one medium size company, one small company, and four micro companies.  

Table 4. Categories from Statistic Iceland and Statistic EU about SMEs. (Chamber of Commerce, 2009) 

Categories	  	  -‐	  Statistic	  Iceland	  

Number	  of	  Employees	  

Categories	  -‐	  Statistic	  EU	  

Number	  of	  Employees	  

Companies	  

1	  
2-‐9	  

<10	   Micro	  Companies	  

10-‐19	  
20-‐49	  

10-‐49	   Small	  Companies	  

50-‐99	  
100-‐249	  

50-‐249	   Medium	  Size	  Companies	  

>249	   >249	   Large	  Corporations	  

 

The competition in the fashion industry is according to my informants quite healthy. The 

largest company looks at its competitors as mostly other outdoor fashion companies in other 

countries, although there are few other similar outdoor fashion companies in Iceland. The 

smaller companies see their competitors as mostly other fashion and design companies, both 

in Iceland and abroad, depending on where they sell their product. These companies are 

mostly own by one or few persons and not the banks. Many SMEs face a great competition 

from the state agency which is concerning according to the Chamber of Commerce (2009), 

however this does not seem to be the case within the competition environment of the 

companies in this study. They are mostly privately owned, with no investors. We could draw 

the conclusion that competition environment in the Icelandic fashion industry is neither to big 
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nor to small and according to Campell’s (2007) theory means that it should not affect the 

companies’ ability to act in socially responsible way. 

The state regulations regarding CSR in Iceland is mostly related to those regulations put on by 

EU. Iceland is not a member of EU, but EEA (European Economic Area), which mean that 

Iceland has to propose new rules and regulations from the EU without having influence on 

that process. In an article from Confederation of Icelandic Employers (2004) about a 

conference hold by presidium of EU about CSR says that there is a common agreement about 

companies voluntarily participates in CSR and to put focus on promotions and instructive 

examples about best examples. The belief that there is some kind of framework legislations 

needed from EU with appropriate rules and penalties has at least until now not gained many 

followers. On the other hand has ICFTU (International Confederation of Free Trade Unions) 

concluded that the companies themselves have no legitimacy to define their own social 

responsibilities. 

It seems that the Icelandic state does not focus much on rules and regulations about CSR. 

According to my informants, state regulations in Iceland about CSR seem to be vague. They 

all mention that the state is not doing much to encourage more socially responsible behavior. 

C1 said that “the government is not doing anything, they do not have an understanding or will 

to change anything”. There also seem to be a common believe that to much state interfering is 

not for the benefit of the companies, as C6 said: “They can not just set some new rules and 

restrictions, such as foreign exchanges restrictions, and higher taxes and expenditure on 

companies.” There the company is referring to certain way the government has been trying to 

save its treasury during the crises time. The companies agree on, that if the government is 

going to be more involved in encouraging the companies to become more socially 

responsible, putting greater taxes, or restrictions would not be the right answer. This is in line 

with the objectives of EU about CSR that CSR is “a concept whereby companies integrate 

social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with 

their stakeholders on a voluntary basis”. (Communication department of the European 

Commission, 2009).  

Another way the government could encourage the companies would be by rewarding 

companies that do well. My informants all stated that the state is not doing that. On opposite, 

the government seems to be rewarding unethical behavior because they are giving grants to 

companies to expand and that usually results in moving the production abroad, and most of 
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the companies chose to move to poorer continents. That means both losses of jobs in Iceland 

as well as more uncertain production process. Out of all the companies in this study thinking 

about moving production abroad, only one says it thinks about under what conditions the 

production operates. On the other hand it is worth noticing that there are strong regulations in 

Iceland regarding working conditions a strong labor movement. 

4.1.4 SUMMARY 

In this first part of the analysis, I have discussed how the fashion industry in the world is a 

constantly growing industry with a few ethical dilemmas, namely, (1) consumers’ choice of 

ethical fashion, (2) fast fashion vs. slow fashion, (3) “at home” vs. “produced in Asia,” and 

(4) ecolabel, terminology, and certifications. After these discussions, I moved toward the 

Icelandic fashion industry, where I found it to be economically weak, operating in a rather 

healthy competitive environment, with weak legislations on matters regarding CSR.  
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4.2. SOURCES AND TYPES OF DEMANDS 
In this chapter I divided the companies into three different steps as explained in the 

methodology chapter. These steps consider where the companies stand in the sustainability 

development or CSR development. Companies on step 1 focus on financial sustainability, 

companies on step 2 put emphasis on their CSR compliance, while companies on step 3 have 

CSR as a main part of their ideology. On step 1 are two companies, C4 and C5; on step 2 are 

two of the largest companies in the study, C1 and C2; and on step 3 are C3 and C6. These 

companies have already been described in the methodology chapter.  

 

4.2.1 STEP 1: PRESSURE TO BECOME ECONOMICALLY SUSTAINABLE?  

The two companies that are categorized in step 1 are C4 and C5, and their one thing in 

common is that they do not put great emphasis on CSR activities and have difficulties in 

defining the concept. They are rather small and produce their product in Iceland. Both 

companies though have considered producing abroad. I will as well take examples from the 

other companies about financial sustainability when relevant.  

When looking into where the pressure comes from to become financially sustainable or not, I 

will look at different stakeholders. One of the main dilemmas in the fashion industry in 

general is that the consumers do not choose to purchase clothes based on ethical issues 

(Joergens 2006). In my study, the consumers tended to pressure the companies to show 

unethical behavior. C6 said that the consumers used to ask her why she did not try to make 

her production cheaper by, for example, moving the production abroad. Even though studies 

have shown that the consumers want to have real choice of ethical fashion if it is comparable 

CSR	  	  

IDEOLOGY	  

CSR	  COMPLIANCE	  

FINANCIAL	  SUSTAINABILITY	  

Figure 5. Step towards more sustainability. Companies C1-C6 
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in fashion and price to other fashion brands, Icelandic consumers do not show that tendency 

in this study. As H&M company has chosen not to flaunt its CSR aspects in its 

communications, so has C3 that says it does not want the CSR emphasis to become a 

commercial issue. It could be because of the consumers’ attitude toward it.  

According to most of the companies, the media is not helping the financial sustainability 

issues of the companies. C6 said that the media is helping small “designers” that do nothing 

but copy original design. The “designers” might do this unknowingly or with ignorance, but 

nevertheless the media should know better than glorify this behavior, according to C6. Even 

though this does not lead directly to a worse financial position, it has some effect and lower 

the value of the original design.  

The government is one of the stakeholders that put pressure on every company. Regarding 

financial sustainability, rules and regulations do not play a major role in companies’ 

operation. The government chooses the companies’ environment, and in Iceland during the 

last couple of years, the government has had a great impact on the companies’ operation 

especially through control of the Icelandic currency. That has led to a great uncertainty among 

the companies’ importing. On the other side, it has led to an increasing sale of Icelandic 

products in Iceland due to the fall of the Icelandic currency. 

Competitors are one of the components that put pressure on the companies. C4 and C5 said 

that their main competitors did not focus on CSR in their business besides financial 

sustainability. In Iceland the fashion and design market is a very small market, so competition 

is hard. Therefore, the companies compete mostly in prices. Even though both of these 

companies offer relatively expensive products, there are many other designers offering similar 

products. Therefore, the pressure is to lower the price. As a result, both of these companies 

look for the cheapest solutions for their production and import almost all their material as 

cheap as possible and have both considered moving their production to China or India. 

Neither of them has considered the difference between ethical factories or “bad” factories in 

these countries.  

It was a general view that the financial crisis had led the companies to think about what kind 

of effect, both good and bad, on the society they could have. They have seen many companies 

going bankrupt the last couple of years, and they see its effects not only on the company itself 
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but also, more importantly, the society as a whole, e.g. in the form of unemployment, 

increasing negativity, and downturn in consumption. 

It is interesting to see how these companies experience this pressure of becoming 

economically sustainable. C5 experiences that its CSR is to pay taxes and meet its obligations, 

and only by doing that can it become socially responsible. The company thinks it is very 

important not to take any extra loans. C4 also mentions that it is the company’s social 

responsibility to be financially independent, and by doing that, the company has greater 

chances of being independent and focusing on responsible behavior. The company says it is 

important not to accumulate debt so that it can manage the economic fluctuations and not to 

put extra pressure on the company regarding irresponsible behavior, meaning if the company 

has huge debt, it is more likely to be tempted to use different methods, for example, to 

pressure the consumer to buy something not fitting him or to produce clothes using unethical 

standards only because it is cheaper. Since the economy in Iceland at the moment is very 

uncertain and unpredictable, the companies feel they have better control by not accumulating 

debt.  

Part of the process of being economically sustainable in the fashion world in Iceland, 

specifically for small designers, is to get grants from the government and/or other 

associations. This seems to be an important issue for the companies, but it is very critical, 

since it is a common opinion that being sustainable financially means not getting any help 

from the government or others but instead being able to sustain oneself. C5 mentioned that it 

can be very difficult to get funding, and they did not know if it was because the company was 

too small or because they were not appropriate candidates for the particular grants they 

applied for. My independent informant, I2, said that the grant system in the industry was very 

confusing and often impossible to know what grants would be suitable for your company or 

your particular project. She also said that the grant system needed more transparency to be 

able to work properly. The notion that companies need to apply and to receive grants to be 

economically sustainable is partly a contradiction, because if companies should be entirely 

financially sustainable, it would receive no grants, and grants could make them be dependent 

on something that would require them to act in a certain way. This view reflects on my 

smallest informant, namely, C6, who said that while starting their company, they put great 

emphasis on being financially sustainable, meaning not getting any grants or other help from 

the society. They focused on starting small and built up the company slowly. They were 

concerned about the people that graduate from the design academy these days, and their first 
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thought is to get loans or grant to be able to start a bigger company. She said, “They can just 

do like me, get a real job while working on starting this company . . . and work their way up 

from there.”  

According to the companies’ responses, most of CSR behavior does not seem to be 

financially sustainable, but the companies all hope that in the long run it would pay off. C2, 

C4, and C6 said that it is not profitable to be environmentally friendly, for example, to 

produce its clothes in Iceland or using Icelandic material. It is not financially practical to have 

the companies’ headquarters located in Iceland, but the companies do that anyway; they 

consider that as one of their biggest responsibilities toward the society. 

4.2.2 STEP 2: PRESSURE FOR CSR COMPLIANCE 

Companies on step 2 are C1 and C2. Their one thing in common is that they are the large 

companies in the study, even though they are not large corporations and categorized as small 

and medium-size company. These companies have both adapted to some CSR activities, and 

both expect it is an important factor in the company. The CSR compliance that I will talk 

about here are; ecolabels, recycling, philanthropy, and supply chain. I will not put focus on 

finance because it has already been done in the previous chapter.  

When looking at where different pressures come from that support or discourage this CSR 

compliance, there are a few different stakeholders: the customers, the government, fashion 

exhibitions, the competitors, the media, and NGOs.  

Customers are both resellers and consumers, but the pressure for these two rather large 

companies comes mostly from resellers. Resellers want the companies to get ecolabels, and as 

soon as there is a new ecolabel, they pressure these companies to establish it. The resellers 

believe it gives the brand more positive image.  

According to these two companies, the government does not have any influence on this CSR 

compliance. However, these two companies believe the government could help in this 

development of becoming more socially responsible. On the other hand, they do not want too 

much interfering from the government side, with rules and regulations. But instead, in their 

opinion, the government could give support to companies that are doing well. There are 

certain rules though about recycling and waste that the companies have to follow. 
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The competitors put pressure on the companies; if they establish some new eco-friendly 

product, they have to do that as well.  

The media in Iceland does not seem to be interested in this matter at all. But the media in 

other countries is more interested. These two companies are selling a big part of their 

production abroad so they can feel the pressure from the media in other countries. This topic 

is a hot topic in other countries’ media but not in Iceland, at least not at the moment. The only 

pressure from the Icelandic media was for C2 when they were suspicious that they were 

producing in China. This pressure is also coming in small doses from NGOs abroad. 

There seems to be a lot of pressure coming from fashion exhibitions abroad. They pressure 

the companies to participate in philanthropy and to get ecolabels.  

There were a few CSR activities that these two companies named the most, namely, 

ecolabels, recycling, philanthropy, and supply chain. These activities were in both cases what 

these companies considered their CSR activities. Both companies explained that the company 

made an effort to be a leader in regard to CSR activities.  

C1 stated that they tried to use ecolabels if possible, while C2 tried not to or were against it. 

Nevertheless, both companies experienced great pressure to do so. They also have other 

activities such as recycling everything they can and trying to put pressure on the employees to 

drive cars less and using other transportations instead. One supported a project that put 

emphasis on melting of glaciers.  

Both of the companies go through their supply chain and try to limit their usage of toxic 

substance and be careful not to use child labor. One of the companies produces in China and 

stated that they choose their production partners very carefully and chooses only companies 

that state that they are socially responsible. The other company chose to own their factories 

that are located in Eastern Europe. They do that so they can have control over the production 

processes there. Both of these companies pay salaries that are above minimum.  

4.2.3 STEP 3: PRESSURE OF HAVING CSR AS AN IDEOLOGY? 

The two companies in this group, C3 and C6, are the two companies in the study that have 

CSR as their ideology. Every decision from basic operations toward business strategies is 

seen through the lens of CSR. Dickson and Eckman (2006) found that social responsibility 

within the fashion industry is related to (1) the raw materials, design, and production; (2) 
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merchandizing and retailing; and (3) how products are consumed, disposed of, and perhaps 

recycled to begin a new cycle as a new product. These two companies are the closest to this 

process out of all the companies in this study, and therefore, I chose to call the overall 

strategy CSR ideology.  

When looking at where different pressures come from that support or discourage having CSR 

as a part of their identity or ideology, there are a few different stakeholders: the customers, the 

media, the government, the competitors, and the owners.  

Customers or consumers put some pressure on both C3 and C6 in forms of questions and 

common interest on sustainability issues, where the products come from. However, this 

interest seems to be because of the emphasis that the designers put on the product, instead of 

conversely. C6 said that “it matters to the customers that it is produced in Iceland, if it is 

environmentally friendly, and so on. I think there has been some kind of awakening after the 

collapse. Before the crisis, people asked me why I did not try to make it cheaper any way 

possible.” On the other hand, C3 said that organic stuff were very popular before the crisis but 

are not any longer. However, people are very particular about whether the design and the 

company is Icelandic. They also said that in general people seem to think that Icelandic 

design and producing in Iceland is the same thing.  

The government and its rules and regulations do not seem to play a big part in pressuring 

these two companies. Both C3 and C6 said that the government could play a bigger part and 

could make public policies about these issues. They both agreed though that the government 

should make guidelines instead of strict rules. Also, they think they could influence 

companies to be more active by using tax concessions and encouraging more companies to 

get an ecolabel.  

C3 looks toward other companies, especially concerning purchasing, where to buy the most 

environmentally friendly and cleanest cotton. This influence comes mostly from other 

countries. C6 says that other companies do not put any pressure on them. 

The media writes a lot about Icelandic design, and both companies say that the media speaks 

highly of the Icelandic design industry. However, C6 says that the media does not ask the 

right questions and is too positive toward companies that are not CSR, pretending that all they 

do is great even though there are a lot of unethical actions going on.  
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The owners of both companies have enormous influence on the strategy of the firm regarding 

CSR activities since they both say that the most pressure comes from them. They try to hire 

employees that understand CSR and teach them how to think of these issues. C6 says that the 

influence comes from yoga, and C6 says that their influence comes from abroad where the 

owner worked and studied for many years.  

C6 has localism as clear vision while in C3 it is not as clear. Both companies state that if they 

wanted to expand, they would need to move the production abroad, and they prefer not to do 

that, although C3 said that they would consider it if they would find the right producers and 

companies to work with. With C6 localism is everything, it is their CSR. They are against the 

fashion industry as it operates today; they say it is not environmentally friendly and not 

ethically thinking. C6 does not believe in seasons, which are what the fashion industry is built 

on. The same goes for sales exhibitions, which they chose not to attend for the same reason. 

Both C3 and C6 constantly go over their production process to make sure it is as clean as 

possible. Both companies constantly try to find new ways to manage its supply chain. Both 

companies uses as much as possible of every material they can, as well as minimize all 

transportations and waste. Both companies recycle everything they possibly can. C6 is giving 

away reusable bags instead of using plastic bags 

Both C3 and C6 look at employees’ satisfaction as a valuable asset and a big part of CSR. In 

C6, employees choose how much they want to work and if they want to be employed on a 

permanent or temporary basis. They pay decent salaries and try to make the company a 

“happy place” for the employees.  

Both of these companies explain honestly what their main limitations are in becoming more 

sustainable. In C6’s case, it is that they have to buy most of their clothes from secondhand 

clothes factories abroad. To limit environmental impact, they chose to import their material 

with secondhand shops in Iceland. They said they tried using only secondhand stores in 

Iceland, such as Red Cross, but there were not enough material to work with. They honestly 

explain that it hurts not being able to influence the factories where they import their materials, 

but they are way too small for that. C3 has to import some of the materials they are using and 

also has to transport their products abroad to sell it. The color used in the production process 

is also quite bad for the environment, and they are in the process of trying to limit its 

environmental impact.  
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As a CSR ideologist, C3 has a vision about a certain city and a society they want to be a part 

of. One of their responsibilities is therefore to try to make that happen. Therefore, they chose 

to support artists by promoting them in the store and supporting them financially if they gain 

extra money. This vision they have about the society includes using old houses and as well as 

filling the city with life, and therefore they choose to be located in an old house on a second 

floor downtown. By doing that, they want to accomplish at least two things other than 

bringing life to the society, showing kids that want to start their own business that it is 

possible to do it without accumulating debt, that is, in much inexpensive ways than normally 

and to be an ”hidden” experience for tourists, who want to find “new” and exciting places in 

the city. The knowledge their employees gain by working for them is also part of their CSR, 

because it maintains established knowledge in the country; knowledge otherwise would in all 

likelihood die away. 

4.2.4 SUMMARY 

Companies on step 1 experience pressure from different stakeholders, namely, the customers, 

the media, the government, and the competitors; as customers want to buy cheaper clothes, 

the media talks fondly about “fake” designers, the government encourages uncertainty, and 

the competitors press the price down. These companies experience that all stakeholders 

pressure them to show more unethical behavior, and they are aware of the fact that their only 

responsible behavior is financial sustainability and that they need that to be able to focus on 

more socially responsible behavior. The crisis in Iceland has led them to think about their 

role, whether they have done good or bad for the society. 

Companies on step 2 also experience pressure from different stakeholders, but in very 

different ways than companies on step 1. The customers, mainly the resellers and fashion 

exhibitions abroad, pressure them to get an ecolabel and participate in philanthropy. 

Competitors also put pressure regarding ecolabel. At least the media and NGOs abroad put 

focus on the companies’ supply chain. All these stakeholders want the companies to become 

more socially responsible, and there seems to be a considerable interest at stake for these 

particular stakeholders. 

Companies on step 3, experience pressure in different ways than companies on steps 2 and 3. 

The pressures come from the customers, who seem to value the production and design 

location and processes; the competitors, since the companies look toward other companies for 
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inspiration; and the owners and main designers of the company. On step 3 the companies 

themselves have more influence on their stakeholders than in previous cases. These 

companies constantly go over their production process and make sure that their employees are 

happy. They understand their limitations and persistently try to make it more valuable, and 

both have clear vision about sustainability. 

 

4.3 STRATEGIC RESPONSES TO ISOMORPHIC PRESSURE 
4.3.1 RESPONSES ON STEP 1 

Looking at Oliver’s (1991) model of strategic choices to analyze companies’ responses for 

institutional pressure of becoming more financially sustainable, companies C4 and C5 show 

strongest responses of acquiescence.  

Acquiescence 

One of the strongest evidences of habit was the decision to put the company headquarters in 

Iceland. All the companies mention that even though it is not efficient, in any meaning of the 

word, they still chose that, because they say it is very important for Iceland.  

Imitation was strong within the two companies on step 1. Since the main social responsibility 

of these two companies is to be financially sustainable, they imitate other companies’ 

successful behavior. Both companies are thinking of starting to produce clothes in India 

because it is cheap, and that is what many other companies have done successfully. After the 

economical crisis in Iceland, both of these companies decided to stay small and see what 

would happen in the society, and they saw many of the other companies go bankrupt. Almost 

every management decision made by these two companies is imitated from other companies.  

 

 

 

 

 

Acquiescence	  

Coercive	  
Pressure	  

Mimetic	  
Pressure	  

Figure 6. Isomorphic pressure and strategic 
responses for companies on step 1. 
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4.3.2 RESPONSES ON STEP 2 

Looking at different strategic responses toward the pressure of socially responsible 

compliance through Oliver’s model of strategic responses (1991), we see that the responses 

are relatively equally strong: acquiescence, compromise, defiance, and manipulation. 

Acquiescence 

As said before, the acquiescence takes form of habit, imitation, and compliance. In terms of 

CSR activities, these companies, C1 and C2, tend to imitate other companies regarding CSR 

activities. For example, C1 said that if other companies get a new ecolabel, they have to get 

the same as well. C1 is not using any toxic substance and child labor and reduce their usage of 

water in the production part, and that is partly because other companies, their competitors, do 

it and partly because of compliance. Both companies sort their trash and recycle paper and 

other things, and they say, that is because of compliance. According to the companies there 

are certain values, norms, or institutional requirements that contain these activities. 

Compromise 

By choosing what kind of ecolabel they get, C1 has to accommodate the multiple 

constituents’, retailers’, and shareholders’ demands. The company said it is constantly 

pressured by the retailers to get more ecolabels, saying that it makes the company look better, 

while on the other hand it costs a lot of money and is necessary to choose what ecolabels give 

them the best benefits.  

Pacifying tactics, like balance tactic, partially conform to the expectations of one or more 

constituents (Oliver 1991). In the case of C1, these constituents are the fashion exhibitions, 

which pressure the company to use more ecolabel. The fashion exhibitions are the “key” for 

the company toward foreign markets, and it has to do what these fashion exhibitions want. In 

that case the company chooses to pacify the fashion exhibitions by getting some ecolabels. 

The same company also participates in philanthropy, which aims to attract attention toward a 

big nature problem. This is done mainly to pacify their main target markets, which are the 

outdoor group as well as the fashion exhibitions. C2 has also had to use the pacifying tactic 

when they choose to carbon reduce their transportation cost with a project called Kolvidur and 

is a carbon fund. There, companies can calculate its transpirations-related CO emissions (from 

cars and flights) and buy an offset for those emissions. The company chose this way because 
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feel bad about having to transport their materials abroad for their production. This they do 

mostly to pacify themselves and their owners. 

One example of a bargaining tactic is when C1 had to fight for using Icelandic tapped bottled 

water on the fashion exhibitions. The representatives of the fashion exhibitions did not agree 

on their using these plastic bottles, but the company believed it to be the only way to 

introduce and give away Icelandic water. Because Icelandic water is part of the company’s 

marketing strategy, it was very important for the company to be able to introduce this water, 

and they tried to find other ways to transport the water around the world, but this seems to be 

the only way. However, the company is actively trying to find other ways, and until then they 

are using these plastic bottles. 

Avoid 

There is a certain pressure from retailers toward getting standards and labels; however, C2 

mentions that they do not listen to this pressure. They said that they choose to explain how 

they made their product instead of paying a lot of money for these standards. This is an 

example of how institutions buffer themselves from institutional pressures, because there 

seems to be great pressures toward getting these standards, but the companies want to reduce 

the extent to which it is externally inspected and scrutinized. 

Defy 

Getting an ecolabel is becoming a norm among companies that want to be seen ethical or 

socially responsible. C2 believes that ecolabels are not beneficial to an organization, and that 

is why they challenge these norms by standing up for their opinion and explaining what they 

are doing right, where their material comes from, and so on. They believe that getting 

ecolabel is bad for their consumers that have to pay more for their product.  

C1 and C2 have both used attack tactic, that is, defiance by the intensity and aggressiveness of 

the organization’s active departure from institutional pressures and expectations (Oliver 

1991). One example is that C2 decided to produce their product in China even though both 

the media and retailers criticize it a lot. The company said that there is a common 

misunderstanding that all production companies in China are harmful or practice unethical 

behavior, but the truth is that there are many companies that practice CSR behavior. C2 

chooses its production company very carefully and believes it is not practicing harmful or 

unethical behavior. As a result they have to convince the retailers and the media that they 
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have really carefully selected their production company. Another example of attack tactic is 

that there has been a pressure from NGOs and fashion exhibitions abroad not to use a certain 

kind of fur or down; however, their clothes are based on using these materials, so they have to 

argue that they are not treating these animals badly. According to Oliver (1991), an 

organization’s strategic response to increasing public criticism of its operations may be an 

attack on the media’s representation of public opinion toward the organization.  

Manipulate 

C1 is a member of a sustainable network within Scandinavian companies in the same field. 

They are part of these associations because they want to have something to say about the 

direction the field is going, for example, that the companies could increasingly influence the 

supply chain. C2 is hoping to influence other companies by doing business with 

environmentally friendly suppliers or socially responsible suppliers. According to the 

company, choosing suppliers from these criteria is not a common thing in Iceland; the price is 

usually what matters most. They use the same criteria when choosing their producers in 

China, and by doing that, they hope that companies in Iceland as well as other stakeholders 

realize that there are companies in China that are socially responsible and ethically thinking. 

Both C1 and C2 hope that they can influence their stakeholders by raising awareness about 

CSR, and by doing so, they are giving themselves a competitive advantage. This is the 

organization’s way of influencing the industry. Influence tactics are more generally directed 

toward institutionalized values and beliefs or definitions and criteria of acceptable practices or 

performance. 
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Figure 7. Isomorphic pressure and 
stratigic responses for companies on 
step 2. 
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4.3.3 RESPONSES ON STEP 3 

Looking at Oliver’s (1991) model of strategic choices to analyze companies’ responses for 

institutional pressure of having CSR as an ideology, companies C3 and C6 show strongest 

responses of defiance and manipulation, and some weak responses of acquiescence.  

Defy 

Because of the pressure from the customers on why the company did not try to make its 

products cheaper, C6’s response was trying to educate and give the customers information 

about their products, ethics, and vision. This way they try to challenge how the consumers 

think about the fashion industry at large. Also trying to challenge other companies to show 

ethical behavior, if faced with a pressure of growing, C3 would always choose factories 

according to its CSR initiatives; they would never choose an unethical factory in China or 

India. Faced with the pressure of recycling, C3 came up with the idea of giving away their 

unused materials to kindergartens, and after that they try to challenge the industry by giving 

these ideas to the recycling stations, hoping they diffuse this idea.  

Being against the fashion industry as such, especially the season’s phenomenon, C6 chooses 

to attack the industry by being limitless in sense of fashion. Also knowing that they are 

trendsetters they chose to quit using recycled leather in their production, because other 

companies where copying their products.  

Manipulate 

Trying to influence their supplier in using more environmentally friendly coloring process, 

C3, tries working with them on changing those processes and on using more environmentally 

friendly chemicals.  

To be able to make an impact on the industry, C3 and C6 are 

part of NICE and in board of the Fashion Designers Association. 

By actively participate they hope to be able to influence the 

authorities so that Iceland could be more involved in the ethical 

fashion industry.   

 

Defy	  
Manipulate	  

Normative	  
Pressure	  

Figure 8. Isomorphic pressure and 
strategic responses for companies 
on step 3. 
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Step	  1.	  

Acquiescence	  

Step	  2.	  

Acquiecence	  

Compromise	  

Avoid	  

Defy	  	  

Manipulate	  	  

Step	  3.	  

Defy	  

Manipulate	  	  

4.3.4 SUMMARY 

Companies on step 1 show strongest response of acquiescence, by choosing to have their 

headquarter in Iceland even though it is not efficient, and by imitating other companies 

successful behavior.  

Companies on step 2 show relatively equally strong responses of acquiescence, compromise, 

defiance and manipulation. They tend to imitate other companies regarding CSR activities 

and compromise their usage of ecolabels. These companies have had to avoid pressure from 

stakeholders and challenge norms. They have also had to influence the industry by choosing 

producers that are CSR. 

Companies on step 3 show strongest response of defiance and manipulation, by educating 

their customers and working with their suppliers on changing their colouring processes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Coercive:	  Government	  

pay	  taxes	  and	  all	  other	  
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Coercive:	  Media,	  
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Competitors,	  modelling	  
competitors	  e.g.	  with	  
ecolabel	  

Normative:	  
philosophical 
principles and 
fashion schools 
abroad	  

Figure 9. Isomorphic pressure and strategic responses, all companies 
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5. DISCUSSION 
The aim of this paper is to understand and discuss what strategies companies, within a 

creative industry, such as the fashion industry in Iceland, employ to respond to the pressure 

for corporate social responsibility. In the following chapter, I will highlight and discuss these 

main and contrasting points drawn from the previous findings. Furthermore, the purpose is to 

abstract and elevate the results within the current debates in the area.  

5.1. IS CSR JUST ECONOMICALLY BASED? 
One of the major factors that influence the Icelandic companies at the moment is uncertainty; 

every company within the study mentions “the crisis” as a major factor on how the company 

is doing at the moment with regard to CSR. As my findings showed, uncertainty is found to 

be the number one reason for Icelandic companies’ economic problems, since almost 40 

percent of all companies consent to that (Iceland Chamber of Commerce 2010). The main 

factor of uncertainty is the economic crisis; however, the field of CSR as opposed to other 

fields could be more relevant than ever in the context economic crisis. It could in fact help to 

build (and rebuild) trust in business, which is vital for the health of the social market 

economy. It could also point the way to new forms of value of creation based on addressing 

societal challenges, which might represent a way out of the crisis. In that sense the field of 

CSR and strategic responses differ from other pressures put on companies.  

In the study of Clemens et al. (2008) about choosing strategic responses, they found that 

higher levels of state uncertainty are related to more active levels of strategies. They define 

state uncertainty as a firm’s inability to predict future events. Their findings supported, 

specifically, the positive relationship between state uncertainty and both the defiance and 

manipulation strategies (the most active levels). This is partly in line with my findings; 

however, the results differ greatly on what step companies were on. On the other hand, it is 

noteworthy to point out that even though companies operate in the same environment, their 

uncertainty level varies a lot since the companies are so different. Companies on step 3 and 

partly on step 2 showed positive relationships between uncertainty and both defiance and 

manipulation given that these companies are facing uncertain environment. This does not 

explain why the companies on step 1 did not show these positive relationships as well. The 

difference between the study of Clemens et al. (2008) and this study is fundamentally that 
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they are studying responses to the threats of new and more pervasive environmental 

regulations, which is much more precise than my study that aims to first find out what 

possible pressures the companies could be facing and second, their responses to that. Their 

research also takes into account what the government understands as passive or active 

responses, while I use much more general view on the scale. Both of these differences make it 

difficult to compare these two results.  

In my study the companies mention the crisis as a main factor in their CSR responses, both 

regarding the government decisions and customers’ choice. The most interesting thing here is 

that there are different meanings about whether the crisis has led to more or less CSR. Some 

of these companies considered it a great benefit for the society that in general, people seem to 

be thinking more about these matters, where the product comes from and so on, and see it as 

an awakening among the general public. On the other hand, there were few companies that 

considered the crisis has led to less interest among people in general, and all these “new” 

things, such as organic, sustainability, CSR, etc., were some kind of “fashion bubble.” All the 

companies do though agree that the little focus that the government had on these issues 

disappeared after the collapse of the financial system.  

In the research from Pache and Santos (2010), they talk about conflicting demands put on 

companies and criticized Oliver’s model (1991) on strategic response, where they argue that 

the model lacks predictive power when discussing responses to conflicting demands in 

particular. In my research, it seems that the crisis is one influential factor; however, the 

companies experience the pressure of it so differently that one could actually say that it is a 

complex and conflicting pressure. One example of these different experiences is that 

companies on step 1 consider the crisis as some kind of excuse for not being more responsible 

socially and environmentally and interpreted the pressure as negative. At the same time 

companies on step 2 see this pressure differently, expecting the pressure and believe it would 

benefit some stakeholders. Companies on step 3 hardly experience a pressure for CSR; 

instead they try to create their own pressure, both on themselves as well as their stakeholders. 

These companies generally see the crisis as an opportunity to be able to influence others.  

5.2 IS CSR DEFINED BY OTHERS? 
The main stakeholders influencing the companies’ responses toward CSR pressures are 

shown to be mostly the authorities, competitors, and consumers. The most interesting thing in 
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this study about the importance of stakeholders is that the companies that are most active 

within the CSR field have less influential stakeholders than the companies that are less active. 

The study shows that most of the companies feel that the pressure does come only a little 

from the consumers. However, from the companies that are on step 3, customers seem to care 

to a greater extent about these matters. If that is because these companies already have strong 

CSR or if it is because there was a market for ethical fashion before the companies started 

remained unexplained but showed that in certain environment, consumers do care. Other 

researches have shown that there is a large target market of consumers ready to buy ethically 

made products if that is available and comparable (Joergens 2006). Research, since 2003, 

about ethical consumption in the Nordic countries showed that there is not much knowledge 

about ethical consumption in Iceland compared to the other Nordic countries, but there is 

some willingness to learn about the matter, which means that there could be greater 

opportunities for companies for market construction (Norden, 2003). 

The market and most importantly the competitors have a lot to say when it comes to these 

companies’ behavior regarding CSR. Some of the companies from the study feel that the 

market is pressing the price down, leading to the fact that they feel like they cannot put focus 

on CSR. Companies on stage 1 see this as a big barrier, while companies on step 2 go along 

with it since their competitors are doing that, and fashion exhibitions are expecting and 

pressuring them. Companies on step 3, on the other hand, have managed to use CSR to give 

them unique position on the market. Porter and Kramer (2006) have found that companies and 

industries can and should use CSR as a means to gain competitive advantages, and Nidumolu, 

Prahalad and Rangaswami (2009) have found CSR to be the key driver of innovation. Both 

these articles show that companies have to go through different stages before reaching the 

ultimate result, and the key to that is when companies see CSR and sustainability as an 

opportunity for the industry. My study shows that even though companies do not experience 

the pressure from the market and their competitors differently, they do respond differently 

toward this pressure. These different responses might distinguish those companies that are 

going to succeed in the future if the emphasis on CSR increases, either through competitive 

advantage or through innovation.  

The legislation is not strong, and monitoring is not much, so it seems that the authorities are 

hoping that the companies practice CSR voluntarily. It is interesting to note that in this study, 

there is a controversy in companies’ replies about whether there should be stronger legislation 
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and follow-up on that about CSR matters. While the companies responded that it would be 

good that the authorities would be more active and would put more pressure on the 

companies, at the same time they answered that stricter rules and regulations would not be 

possible from the authorities since they already feel they pay too much. None of the 

companies saw the government interference as an opportunity.  

The study of Criado-Jiménez et al. (2008) showed that strong regulations lead to concealment 

strategies which they imply is likely to attract the attention of more powerful stakeholders and 

is potentially a key to more effective accountability. In my study on the Icelandic fashion 

industry, I found no concealment strategies, which could be the results of the lack of strong 

legislations. The question is, therefore, would concealment strategies attract the attention of 

more powerful stakeholders? 

Now, there does not seem to be a great pressure from the stakeholders toward more CSR and 

ethical fashion in the industry, and that brings up an important question, is it possible and/or 

desirable to create this pressure in the Icelandic fashion industry and thereby create stronger 

responses?  

5.3 DO THE POWER AND THE BELIEFS OF THE “BIG” 
INFLUENCE CSR? 
It is interesting to look at the size of the companies in this study and their different responses 

toward CSR pressure. The pressures the larger companies are facing are different from the 

smaller companies, and their responses seem to be different as well. The larger companies, for 

example, those on step 2, face greater pressure toward getting an ecolabel, while smaller 

companies face pressures of expanding. Larger companies show more passive response than 

the smaller companies on step 3. These findings are partly in line with what Clemens et al. 

(2008) found about large and small firms, that larger firms appear to be more likely to adapt 

to more passive levels of strategies and vice versa. On the other hand, the results also show 

that there are small companies, on step 1, that are even more passive than these larger 

companies. Pedersen’s (2009) study of CSR found that larger SMEs are more likely to 

implement CSR activities in the supply chain than smaller SMEs. The data analyzed here 

suggest that larger SMEs are more likely to put some emphasis on CSR activities, but to a 

certain point, because the companies on step 3 are much smaller than those on step 2; 

however, they play much more active role in responding to CSR pressure. These only explain 
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partly the variations between the companies in my study; however, there could be other 

factors that could possibly better explain this, for example, strong leaders.  

This study shows that leaders play a crucial rule in how companies respond to CSR pressure. 

Companies in my study that show the most active responses, step 3, have one thing in 

common: they have strong leaders that have strong influence from others, one from 

philosophical principles and the other one from abroad. Companies in my study that show the 

most active responses, step 3, and have in common that they have strong leaders that have 

strong influence from others, one from philosophical principles and the other one from 

abroad. Their other thing in common is that they want to change the society for the better and 

use their influences to do that. Matten and Moon (2008) explained that there is a rapid shift 

from implicit to explicit CSR, and that could direct societal change at the level of norms and 

values. They define explicit CSR as voluntary and implemented as a result of strategic 

decisions made by the corporation. Implicit CSR, on the other hand, is embedded in the 

business-society-governmental relations within a political system. They explain this shift as a 

result from, for example, government failure, companies staying a step ahead of legislation, or 

a growing dependence of companies and growth of socially responsible investment. This 

could possibly explain why leaders play such a crucial part on the CSR within companies and 

why companies are responding in such active ways even though there is not much pressure of 

CSR.  

 

5.4 DIFFERENT COMPANIES, DIFFERENT ANSWERS? 
My findings show that companies experience pressures of CSR in different ways. They also 

respond differently to the pressures. As an example, the more sustainable the companies are in 

this study, the more active responses they show. Companies on step 1 show no resistance and 

passive responses; however, companies on step 3 show great resistance and try actively to 

influence the industry. This shows that strategies are contingent because companies are 

different. Goodstein (1994) showed in his research that organizations do not respond 

uniformly to institutional pressure but rather adopt varying strategies that depend on the 

nature of the institutional pressure impinging on them. Even though Oliver’s (1991) model 

has proved to be quite good in explaining companies’ responses, there has been a certain lack 

of ability to explain other issues. In this discussion, I have tried to come up with alternative 

explanations and reflections, hoping to give a better understanding.  
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In the end I want to concur with Lewis’s (2007) criticism of Oliver’s model, whereas she says 

that the model is “color blind” because it focuses on more easily identifiable external 

pressures rather than on the less visible societal norms, such as equity and excellence. In my 

opinion CSR is a term comparable to the terms equity and excellence, just as subjective to 

most. So even if Oliver’s model of strategic choice (1991) recognizes that institutionalized 

rules and values can shape how organizations respond to external pressure, it does not provide 

the tools to unpack these less visible forces.  

The second criticism of the model is that there are underlying connotations that present the 

goal of legitimacy and alignment with societal norms as positive constructs and casts 

strategies which seek to alter or challenge the status quo as deviant (Lewis 2007).  As in my 

study, CSR behavior does not seem to be the norm; on the contrary, there is not much 

pressure for it, and indeed there is more pressure toward unethical behavior.  

The last criticism on Oliver’s model (1991) that I want to bring up is found in the underlying 

orientation of the frame. In the model, passive strategies such as acquiescence and 

compromise are credited with the capacity to affect institutional change, while the most active 

strategies of defiance and manipulation carry negative connotations that signal institutionally 

deviant action. For example, the strategies of defiance and manipulation, which in my cases 

are appropriate responses to unacceptable but normative behavior, are painted as undercutting 

the legitimacy of the institution.  
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6. CONCLUSION 
I have used DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) typology of the sources of isomorphic change 

(i.e., change that makes organizations adopt similar structures, processes, and outputs) to 

identify the institutional pressure for CSR, as well as Campells’ theory on why corporations 

behave in socially responsible ways (2007). I assumed that the fashion companies respond to 

institutional pressures strategically; hence, I used Oliver’s (1991) typology to explore the 

variations in responses across my cases and to examine the connection between the use of 

different strategies and characteristics of the institutional environment.  

The research has been carried out guided by the research question: How does the Icelandic 

fashion industry employ different strategies for responding to CSR pressures? It has three 

subquestions: (1) How is CSR viewed and defined by the Icelandic fashion companies? (2) 

What are the sources and types of pressures for CSR? (3) Do different kinds of companies 

react differently toward CSR pressures? This chapter discusses this research question and 

subquestions. The subquestions are discussed below in order to assess the main research 

question. I will finish this dissertation by presenting the main contributions and limitations 

and then leave it available for further discussion by pinpointing some future researches. 

How is CSR viewed and defined by the Icelandic fashion companies? 

It varies a lot how the companies viewed and defined CSR, and it depends on what stage they 

are at in the sustainable development. Companies earlier in the development see their main 

social responsibility to sustain themselves and thus maintain the jobs in the society by paying 

their taxes and keeping their duties toward the society. Companies in the middle of the 

development view certain elements of the production or processes when defining CSR.  These 

two stages are different from the third one that views CSR as part of their whole operation, 

vision, and mission.  

What are the sources and types of Pressures for CSR? 

The three different kinds of pressures put on companies, the coercive, mimetic, and 

normative, all exist but happen for companies on their different stages, and all companies 

experience these pressures in different ways.  
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The economic uncertainty is a large influential factor on the companies’ CSR in this study. 

However, they experience the pressure both as an opportunity and as barriers depending on 

what stages of sustainable development they are at. 

Second, the companies’ competitive environment influences these companies in my study 

both in the Icelandic market and abroad. Companies look toward other companies and imitate 

their behavior, but only if they feel they have to do it, especially if the pressure comes from 

resellers abroad.  

Third, it is the pressure that comes from philosophical principles and fashion schools abroad. 

This pressure seems to be only one affecting the strongest leaders that are trying to influence 

the industry by using a rather active pressure, by speaking to the media and customers and 

participating in fashion associations like NICE.  

Do different kinds of companies react differently toward CSR pressures? 

The results show that there seem to be at least three types of fashion companies when it 

comes to CSR practice. These companies behave differently regarding their responses toward 

CSR pressures as well as have different experiences of these pressures. They are also faced 

with different kinds of pressures depending on the stage they are at. These different types of 

companies are ranging from first step where their main social responsibility is being 

financially sustainable, second step, where CSR compliance is important, toward the third 

step where CSR is becoming an ideology.  

Opposite to Oliver’s (1991) model where companies behave similar way according to the 

same kind of pressure, and it is possible to predict their responses, this study shows that 

companies are different and contingent and therefore more difficult to predict their responses. 

How does the Icelandic fashion industry employ different strategies for 

responding to CSR pressures? 

This is a complicated question and not easy to answer in a simple way. The results show that 

there are different kinds of companies facing different kinds of pressures. And even though 

the companies face similar or same kinds of pressures, their experience of the pressures varies 

a lot, leading to different responses. 
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In general my findings, according to the theory, show that there are three kinds of isomorphic 

pressures, coercive, mimetic, and normative. Companies on step 1 experience coercive 

pressure from authorities regarding public obligations and mimetic pressure mostly from 

competitors by modeling successful organizations concerning production processes, locations, 

and finance. Companies on step 2 experience coercive pressure from the media, suggesting 

companies are using bad factories; normative pressure from fashion exhibitions and resellers, 

regarding usage of ecolabels; and mimetic pressures from competitors, modeling their usage 

of, for example, ecolabels. Companies on step 3 experience normative pressure from 

philosophical principles and fashion schools abroad.  

These different isomorphic pressures lead to different strategic responses. Companies on step 

1 show strongest response of acquiescence, by choosing to have their headquarter in Iceland 

even though it is not efficient, and by imitating other companies successful behaviour. 

Companies on step 2 show relatively equally strong responses of acquiescence, compromise, 

defiance and manipulation. They tend to imitate other companies regarding CSR activities 

and compromise their usage of ecolabels. These companies have had to avoid pressure from 

stakeholders and challenge norms. They have also tried to influence the industry by choosing 

producers in Asia that are focusing on CSR. Companies on step 3 show strongest response of 

defiance and manipulation, by educating their customers and working with their suppliers on 

changing their coloring processes. As this shows, companies employ stronger responses 

towards isomorphic pressures, if they have more emphasis on CSR. 

Contributions  

Most importantly, the findings could have a significant impact on a firm decision-making 

regarding strategic responses to the pressure of CSR. I hope that firms will be able to use the 

findings of this study to further understand and anticipate their competitors’ decisions. 

Furthermore, companies may be better able to understand decisions by their own managers 

and their competitors’ managers in terms of their responses. Even though the results of this 

study cannot be generalized, many other industries faced with CSR pressure could benefit 

from it. 

Limitations 

The pressure of CSR is not the same in the fashion industry as in other industries. However, 

this study gives insight and helps understanding what divides companies regarding CSR 

matters and how it is possible to analyze their responses.  
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In this study there are several limitations that I want to account for. First, discussing CSR is a 

complex thing; many informants were not very familiar with it and also wanted their company 

to look good. That means that it was hard for me as a researcher to find something negative or 

political incorrectness in their answers. Second, it tended to be more difficult to get a response 

from larger firms, as opposed to very small designers, which limited my research because 

often, greatest pressures are toward larger companies. Third, the Icelandic fashion industry is 

a relatively young industry and therefore still forming. That was both an advantage for me as 

well as an obstacle. Advantage because it is interesting to be able to investigate such a young 

industry and try to recognize their pattern, and an obstacle because of lack of pressures. 

Fourth, the CSR is also a relatively new concept in Iceland and fairly unknown, which makes 

it hard to analyze it. However, using other terms and descriptions of behavior, I think I 

manage to overcome this weakness mostly. I tried to limit my weaknesses by using strong 

institutional theory and go deep into the challenges of CSR within the fashion world. This 

backs up my findings. Finally, during the research process I found that it is very difficult to 

look at CSR as a pressure for companies since this is such a subjective term and people 

understand it very differently.  

Future Research 

The current research does indicate an interesting path for future research. First, I could 

complement the results found here with a more quantitative approach. This could be achieved 

through the use of questionnaires, by taking out the most important and most measurable CSR 

factors. Also, it would be interesting to limit the research with only one type of organization, 

such as “fast fashion” companies. Second, it would be interesting to analyze different 

industries in Iceland, possibly industries that are experiencing real CSR pressure, either 

through stronger regulations, such as the aluminum industry, or change in public opinion with 

greater demands on ethical business behavior, such as the banking system. Third, it would be 

interesting to delve into how the pressures and strategic responses within the fashion industry 

affects the other Nordic countries, since it seems that Icelandic companies are many years 

behind on these matters. And last, it would be interesting to see if other industries are also 

facing as little pressure for CSR as these companies in my study and if so, why that is. 
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